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Effects of growth
uncertain as JMU
reaches 10,000
By Laura Hunt
staff writer
JMU's administrative structure can handle 10,000
students, but might not be able to handle any more.
said the director of planning and analysis.
. The Committee to Study Institutional Size will
determine "how size affects certain elements of the
uni vcristy, and how certain elements of the university
affect size," said Dr. William JackameiL
The committee is studying three separate areas,
including academics, student life and services for
students such as parking and security. The
committee, which has met only once, will decide
upon assessment methods at future meetings.
Some facilities are being pushed to their limits
because of the growth of the student body, said
Jackamcit, who is chairing the committee.
Class size and course availablity need to be
evaluated, he said. Many classes are too large.
For example, some IDS classes are too large
because of thcf'difficulty in getting people to teach
these classes," Jackameit said.
During registration, "people couldn't get courses
they wanted," he said. More sections of those courses
are needed but often there is no one to teach them, he
added
Food services are "supporting a student population
much larger than they were designed to support,"
Jackamcit said. The dining hall is being stretched to
the limit even though several dining options are
available, he added.
A separate recreational facility study also is
underway. It is evident from the "way the facilities
arc utilized and the problems we have" that the
facilities are not adequate for the size of the
university, Jackamcit said.
More than 300 students use the weight room daily,
which has a 36-pcrsoi capacity. There are only 13
hours for recreational swimming and little free
gymnasium time. Classes use the gym during the
day, and aerobics and intramural activities in the
evening.
The committee needs to decide what facilities or
resources meet the university's needs at its present
size, but might not serve the univeristy adequately in
the future, Jackameit said.
The Planning and Development Commission, and
the president and his cabinet then decide what steps
will be taken next, he added.
The committee also will consider how JMU will be
affected by its competition, such as George Mason
and Radford universities, Jackameit said.
Mason is in an area where many JMU students
See PLANNING page 2>
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Dr. Russell Warren has his sights set on the presidency of a university.

At least for the moment,
Warren is content at JMU
By Martin Romjue
news editor

Dr. Russell Warren, JMU's vice president for
academic affairs, plans to become a university
president someday, but hasn't yet found a job he
wants.
"It may be that tomorrow morning I see a
university and a presidency that I want, but as of
today I haven't seen anything," Warren said Monday.
"It seems perfectly logical. . . that having been
president here last year, that I would naturally want
to move" to such a position, he said.
"Yes I want one, but I don't have to have one."
Warren, 45, who served as acting JMU president
from April 1986 to March 1987, denied a statement
in a Nov. 21 article in the Richmond
Times-Dispatch that said he is a "prospect" for the
presidency at the University of Richmond.
"There has been no contact between the University
of Richmond and me. They've not contacted me; I've
not contacted them," Warren said.
He added that he did not submit a resume or travel
to Richmond for a job interview.

"It's perfectly logical for people to speculate that
I'm going back to the University of Richmond,"
said Warren, who worked as an economics professor
and an academic adminstrator at UR between 1971
and 1978.
"The story that came out of the Richmond
newspaper doesn't surprise me," Warren said. "I
don't know what that means, but I make good rumor
because of my past association."
Warren said a colleague in the field of higher
education could have nominated him for the position
or "it's also possible that Richmond newspapers
speculated."
He added, "It's also possible that someone said to
the Richmond newspapers from the University of
Richmond that these [names in the article)*aic
leading prospects.
"I am a known candidate in the Commonwealth of
Virginia by virtue of last year, and [I'm] fairly
well-known in higher education circles," Warren
said, referring to the year he substituted for JMU
See WARREN page 2>
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President Ronald Carrier. Carrier took a one-year
leave of absence to work as director of the Center for
Innovative Technology in Herndon.
Randy Fitzgerald, a spokesman for the University
of Richmond, said the article was "the first time I
saw his [Warren's] name was in the Times-Dispatch."
He added that UR doesn't release the names of
applicants or nominees for the presidency.
Warren said, "I'm not telling you that under any
circumstances I'd rale it out, but I am telling you that
I'm now old enough to not automatically want to
grab it."
He added that he would consider the UR presidency
if "the level of support by the faculty and the students
was equal to support at JMU."
Warren said he might eventually have contact with
UR about the presidency, but doubts he would be
chosen because he isn't considered an "outsider.''
"By and large the University of Richmond has
looked outside of the university for people to fill its
major leadership roles," Warren said. "I'm not an
outsider in the University of Richmond's eyes. I'm an
insider. I'm someone they knew years ago."
All of UR's presidents and major deans have been
outsiders for the past 10 years, Warren added.

Planning

"It's my strong view, (hat they would not consider
me for this position despite what the newspaper said
two weeks ago," he said.
Two calls were made to the Richmond-Times
Dispatch on Tuesday and Wednesday requesting
information about the source of the article, but were
not returned before press time Wednesday night
A presidency at another university would have to
offer the same quality work atmosphere that JMU
has, Warren said. "I define one I want as a place that
is as supportive of me as JMU, and where I can
accomplish as much as the students and the faculty
let me."
Warren also said he wouldn't want a departure to
hurt JMU's Academic Initiatives plan. The plan is a
five-year program designed to upgrade academic
quality at JMU.
"I wouldn't leave unless I was sure that it was
either finished or someone was here that could finish
it," Warren said.
However, that doesn't mean I'll stay until 1.990
when the Initiatives will be completely implemented,
he added.
"Let's suppose it is 1990, and I'm still here and the
plan is finished," Warren said. "It would mean I
would have to make a decision about whether I'm
going to get out then, or whether I'm going to start
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come from, and many students who apply to JMU
also apply to Radford. Both Mason and Radford are
growing rapidly, which might affect the size of
JMU's applicant pool and what type of students
decide to enroll here.
The committee also will evaluate academic aspects
such as the library, computers and faculty/student
ratio.
For example, does the library provide enough study
space and is the collection extensive enough for a
uni vcristy this size?
In addition to academics, the committee wants to
determine how well food and health services, clubs
and organizations, and university-sponsored
entertainment meet student needs.
The study is needed because an increased number of
students doesn't necessarily mean mat die rest of the
university must grow proportionally, Jackameil said.
For example, on-campus housing is adequate even
though it hasn't increased in proportion to the
number of students eligible to live on campus.
Jackameil said there were 5,325 full-time
undergraduates enrolled at JMU in 1973. Seventy-four
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percent lived in dorms.
This year 8,726 full-time undergraduates attend
JMU. but only 59 percent chose to live on campus.
The number of students has increased by 3,401, but
the percentage living in dorms has decreased 15
percent.
The Committee on Optimum Enrollment conducted
a similar study nine years ago to "determine how big
the university should be," Jackameil said.
That committee "rejected'the idea thai there is an
optimum," he said. There are too many factors
involved to pick a certain number, he added. The
enrollment committee had projected a student body of
about 10,000 by 1990.
JMU has reached the projected number almost on
schedule, Jackameit said. JMU now has 10,126
students.
Three hundred more students are enrolled this year
than last year. Returning students "count for most of
the growth," Jackameit said. JMU didn't take any
more students this fall than last fall, but 300 more
students returned this year than were expected.
The increased freshman enrollment of recent years
produced more younger students, and consequently
more returning students.
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The size committee wasn't formed to pick up where
the enrollment committee left off. Jackameit said.
It's purpose isn't to project enrollment, "but it
should have an impact on those projections,"
Jackameit said. He added that finding out how the
number of students affect the univeristy will
influence the decision on how large JMU should
become.
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some other set of projects.
"I'm not guaranteeing that I'll stay till '90, but I'm
also not guaranteeing that I'll leave by '90," he said.
Warren added that he would consider a university
where there is solid financial support, and a receptive
and trusting faculty and student body.
"It's very rare and very valuable," Warren said.
Warren might consider another vice presidency, but
admits it's unlikely.
"I suppose it's imaginable. I've been in this job an
awful long time in three places. I can't really see why
I would want to leave this one to go to another one,"
Warren said.
If he became a president. Warren said he would
prefer an undergraduate public or private institution
similar to JMU.
"My reward structure is definitely not the Harvard,
Yale, Princeton kind of institutions," Warren said. "I
want to make a difference. I don't want to preside over
prestige.
"Ultimately, you get to a point in life where you
don't need any more money, you don't need any more
prestige. You simply want to be able to make a
difference.
"And JMU has allowed me to do that. And I'm just
going to be in awful shape if I go to a place where I
can't do that."
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Career guidance to become key service
By Sarah Michel
staff wtor
Career counseling must become a basic part of
students' undergraduate program, according to the
results of a study completed by the State Council of
Higher Education.
A task force appointed by the council evaluated all
39 public colleges and universities in Virginia and in
in November compiled the results into a study tided
"An Assessment of Career Planning and Placement in
Virginia's State-Supported Institutions of Higher
Education."
Tom Nardi, director of JMU's Career Planning and
Placement Office and a member of the task force, said,
"The charge of the whole task force was to assess the
quality of undergraduate career planning and placement
services and to make recommendations for
improvement in the services."
Other task force members included faculty and
administrators from the various schools, and
representatives from government and business fields.
After analyzing the career planning and placement
services available to students at each institution, the
task force recommended specific ways for each school
to improve its services.
■*fTotal immersion was the approach," said Dr.
Anne-Marie McCartan, coordinator at the state
council, on the methods of the study. "It really was
unchartered territory. They [the task force] sort of made
their recommendations intuitively."
The task force also suggested ways for JMU's
program to improve, according to Nardi.
• JMU should continue to work towards

computerizing the career planning and placement office
to keep up with advances in office technology.
•The office should place more emphasis on career
planning instead of placement, and work more closely
with the Student Counseling and Development Center.
•The office should establish formal programs, like
workshops, for freshmen and sophomores. Nardi said
the JMU's office already works with freshmen and
sophomores informally in identifying and planning
possible careers.

"The charge of the whole
task force was... to make
recommendations for
improvement in services."

its strengths.
The basic components of career programs and
services were readily available at all of Virginia's
two-year and four-year institutions, the study
concluded.
JMU has all seven of the basic services needed at an
institution, the task force determined. Services include:
assessment aids, career reference sources, counseling,
graduate follow-up studies, listings of available jobs,
job-search workshops and information about graduate
programs.
The state council also compiled a list of seven
services that the institutions should offer. Of these,
JMU offers students four services, including

on-campus job interviews, career days, credential file
services, and information on internships and other
experiential programs.
The three services JMU doesn't offer are: first-hand
job information from alumni, career planning courses
for credit, and complete computerization of the career
office.
JMU is working on expanding computer capabilities
and establishing career planning courses for credit,
Nardi said.
The task force felt the JMU office's biggest strength
•More staff members need to be hired to meet the
increasing number of students who use career services. is the introduction of yearly follow-up reports on
However, the task force added that the current staff graduates, which JMU started in 1979. Such
docs an exceptional job of serving the current number information is compiled through surveys sent to
of students using their services.
alumni within two years after graduation.
►The task force suggested JMU's program should
The report also praised the JMU Career Planning and
offer more group career counseling to use the current Placement Office, saying that it was wcll-rcspectcd and
that the staff is committed to meeting the needs of the
staff more efficiently.
The study also praised JMU's program for some of students.

— Tom Nardi

State Council leader
in higher education
to speak here today
By Martin Romjue
news editor

The director of the StalcXouncil for
Higher Education will discuss the past
and future accomplishments of
Virginia's system of higher education at
a faculty senate meeting today.
Gordon Davies will give a "brief,
prepared presentation" on his insights
on higher education, and then answer
questions from faculty members, said
Clarence Geicr, speaker pro-tempore.
Davies will speak at 4 p.m. in Room
C of the Warren Campus Center.
"He will bring up topics and issues
the faculty as a whole will find of
interest," Geicr said.
Davies is actively involved in
educational policymaking and planning
for the future of-highcr education in
Virginia.
Davies wrote a book this summer
called "Ten Years of Higher Education
In Virginia," which assesses the
progress of higher education in Virginia
over the past 10 years, said Maria
Richardson, a spcVxswoman for
SCHEV in Richmond.
Geicr said, "This will give us the
opportunity to have discussion
concerning the whole spectrum of
higher education."

Staff photo by TRACEY D. NEALE

Fa-la-la

Members of the JMU Chorale entertained students at the Christmas tree lighting
ceremony Tuesday In the Warren Campus Center.
—
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Out of the Gutter

Main street party house available forbids
By Amy Porter
assistant news editor

The screen door stands wide open, but
the screen is ripped.
Ripped might have been a good word
to describe the furniture and some of
the people who frequently particd at 995
South Main Street, better known as
The Gutter House, located across the
street from JMU's Main Street entrance.
The house has been vacant since July
1986, and on Tuesday Dec. 15 it will
go up for auction. Bland Land, Co. of
Harrisonburg, real estate auctioneers, is
coordinating it.
The highest bidder has a lot of
cleaning up to do. A worker for Bland
Land was in one of the upstairs
bedrooms this week trying to clean.
"It's an impossible job," said the
bearded man with a Vietnam Vet hat
and green coveralls. He reached behind a
ripped vinyl chair and threw a wad of
paper on the bed leaving a trail of dust.
The dust didn't quite reach the bed.
Posters are still on the wall, making
it seem like people lived there until just
last week, but left in a hurry. Most of
the posters are beer posters.
In one bedroom two identical posters
were hanging side by side. A shadow of
a bear stands on its hind legs and the
words read, "The New Party Animal."
A JMU calendar hangs in one room
dating back to February 1986.
The refrigerator in the kitchen

downstairs is unplugged and the door is
ajar. Two bottles of cherry syrup are
still in there, along with a warm bottle
of Sprite, cocktail sauce, some
old-looking relish and other
condiments.
Miraculously, they didn't smell.
Forks, spoons and knives are in the
bottom of the sink like someone just
ate and will wash them soon — except
that there are leaves [or maybe they
were brown chips of paint] in the sink
too. There's a fork on the window sill
above the sink beside a bottle of Lux
dishwashing soap. On the counter
beside the sink is a can of anchor wax.
The stove has lost it's coils, but the
oven door still opens.
In an adjacent bedroom the shades are
pulled down in front of the two
windows. But on one window, the
shade is ripped halfway down and
hanging on it's last threads. A
Michelob poster fills the gap.
In a downstairs bathroom, graffiti
adorns the ceiling in blue and black
paint. "Libya" is painted in a black
circle with a slash through it, bom
during a "Nuke Gaddafi" party, said Joe
Myers, a former resident and a grad
student who now works at JM's.
"Scrump like a dog" is painted in a
corner of the ceiling, and the word
"Think" has the "TH" crossed through
and the letters "DR" written above it.
"Drink" seems to be the common

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
The Gutter House Is up for auction.
denominator in The Gutter House, in same side of the street. .
which the least damaged piece of
"It was a wreck when it was first
remaining furniture is the bar, and a moved into," Myers said. "It was a
dusty Busch bottle sits alone on a ledge good party."
Residents of The Gutter House threw
in an empty room.
The Gutter House was named by its an open party every Thursday night at
six former residents who were JMU which they demolished five or six kegs,
students. Announcing the name, they Myers said. Weekly revelers would
displayed a black and white sign they
made that resembles the signs on the
See GUTTER page 7>
yards of the university houses along the

SGA in favor of INF treaty ratification
By Keith Perry
SGA reporter
Shortly after President Reagan and Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev signed the INF treaty Tuesday,
the Student Government Association passed a bill of
opinion supporting U.S. Senate ratification of the
agreement. |
Chandler senator John Chrosniak sponsored the
bill which states that the treaty is "in the best
interest of all people of our two countries as well as
the rest of the world," and "is a step toward eventual
nuclear disarmament and world peace, and should be
ratified by the U.S. Senate."
Chronsniak said, "I think it shows a willingness
on both countries' parts to lay down arms and really
try to establish good relations between the Soviet
Union and the United States."
If the U.S. Senate does not ratify the treaty, it
will "seriously jeopardize the spirit of cooperation
among the two nations," he added.
Shenandoah senator William.Bucco said that it
was important for the SGA to voice its opinion
because "somebody needs to go in there and say that
we will have to remove these [intermediate-range
nuclear weapons].
"Somebody needs to start it off or we'll never get
anywhere," Bucco added.
Chrosniak agreed. "I don't feel the SGA should
limit itself to just campus issues. It also should

A

promote our views on national issues.
"I think it will make people more aware of exactly
what's going on. Perhaps by seeing that the SGA
look some interest in it they will take some interest
in it themselves."
The senate passed the bill by voice vote just
minutes after rejecting another bill of opinion
concerning national politics.
Howard Johnson's senator Stcphan Foglcman
proposed that since "the American public is being
deprived" of the Supreme Court's "optimum
performance" when there is a vacancy, the SGA
should support the confirmation of Judge Anthony
Kennedy and "press for a speedy confirmation
process to end the Supreme Court being forced to
hand down crucial decisions while lacking a full
membership."
Ashby senator Steve Gough immediately objected
to the bill.
"For me to go ahead and say, for all my
constituents, that I agree with Judge Kennedy or
anything that is as politically important as that,
when there are so many different views about that,
would be wrong," Gough said. He added that he
abstained from the vote on die INF bill of opinion.
SGA legislative vice president James Colcman
clarified an objection by explaining that "any
senator is entitled to object to the consideration of a
main motion.

"If it passes, then it would be sustained by the
entire body," Coleman said. To pass the objection
the senate would need a two-thirds vote, or 25
senators voting in the affirmative, he added.
The senate first voted on the objection by voice,
then by hand, and then by hand again. The final vote
was 28-13 for the objection.
The senate also unanimously passed two bills of
action brought out by the student services
committee.
The first proposed that the SGA recommend to the
transportation supervisor that the Howard
Johnsons-Hunter's Ridge bus service include runs
every half hour from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Sundays
and hourly for the rest of the day.
The second bill called for SGA action to extend
the Educational Media Lab hours to Thursdays from
4 p.m. to 9 p.m., and Sundays from noon to 5 p.m.
Proponents of the bill argue that education majors
need more access to materials in the lab.
Senators also proposed the following bills which
were referred to SGA standing committees.
•Chrosniak proposed that the legislative action
committee express SGA support and lobby the U.S.
Senate for ratification of the INF treaty.
•Commuter senator Kathy Walsh proposed
allocation of $361 to Phi Sigma Tau to fund their
initiation ceremony and a speaker to "further the
cause of philosophical inquiry."
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JMU to host geography institute for teachers
By Meghan Johnson
staff writer

JMU will host a geography institute
for Virginia public high school teachers
this summer.
The institute will be funded with
grants from the National Geographic
Society and the Virginia Department of
Education. Teachers in grades four to
12 will participate in the institute
which will run July 11-29.
Dr. Joseph Enedy, head of the JMU
geography and geology department, said
that the program's goal is to integrate
geography with the curriculum in
Virginia public schools.
"It's going to be gearing the content
[of the institute] into the existing
curriculum," Enedy said.
The institute will accept about 50
teachers from public schools
throughout Virginia. Participants will
be chosen on a regional basis to
represent the entire state.
The exact method for selecting
teachers hasn't been decided, Enedy said.
"We don't know how many
applications we're going to get. Of
course, the fewer applications, the
easier the selection will be," he said.
He said that two factors in selecting
applicants would be their interest in
promoting geography in the schools

and the ability to teach the concepts to
other teachers.
Social studies teachers could best
meet these criteria, Enedy said.
"We hope to get a pretty good spread
of people from around the state," he
said.
The institute will encourage
participants to take concepts back to
their- schools, incorporate them into
their own curricula and offer
mini-seminars for other teachers in their
school systems.
A faculty committee in the geography
department submitted a proposal in
early November to the Stale
Department of Education, which then
forwarded the proposal to the Virginia
Geography Alliance Steering
Committee of the National Geographic
Society. Several other universities in
Virginia also submitted similar
proposals.
Gov. Gerald Baliles announced the
grant award on Nov. 20 at the end of
Geography Awareness Week.
JMU's proposal is original because it
includes an opportunity for the institute
to check with participants after ihey
return to their own schools, Enedy said.
"We intend to bring these teachers
back at the end of November or early
December [1988]," Enedy said.
"This will be a way to determine
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• 1 Hour processing of all the most popular film sizes
• 1 Hour DISC film processing! (The area's only)
• "35mm Express Enlargements"
Next day service on enlargements
up to size 11x14 inches!
• Member of the Kodak COLORWATCH System
• After hours film drop box
• Convenient location

what were some of their successes and
failures in their own schools," he said.
"It'll be sort of like trading war stories."
JMU will begin contacting-school
systems about the summer institute
early next semester.
The geography department will start
notifying participants in late Mhrch.
Teachers can earn up to six graduate
credits, and will receive free room,
board and tuition.

JMU also was chosen as one of five
anchor universities in Virginia which
will serve as liaisons between the
Virginia Geography Alliance
Committee and public school teachers.
Staff members for the institute will
include Dr. William Clark, associate
professor of geography at JMU, faculty
from other anchor schools, and Virgina
teachers who participated in last year's
National Geography Institute.

JMU students to form local
Jackson rainbow coalition
By Pam Wiley
staff writer

A group of students plan to establish
a political organization affiliated with
Rev. Jesse Jackson's National Rainbow
Coalition. .
A meeting will be held Friday, Qec.
11 at 1 p.m. on the mezzanine level in
the Warren Campus Center for anyone
interested in learning about or joining a
JMU chapter of the nationwide political
organization.
Jackson founded the Rainbow
Coalition in 1984 to serve as a voice
for special interest groups whose views
or problems might not otherwise be
heard
"We're not one cause or another," said
senior Pam Morris, who hopes to start
the chapter at JMU. "We're a coalition
with a common goal."
One of the group's plans will be to
campaign for Jackson next spring in the
upcoming presidential election, Morris
said.

"A lot of people arc equating the
Rainbow Coalition with the Jesse
Jackson campaign, but we're not. He's
the founder, and it [the campaign] is a
seasonal activity. He is the only one
out there standing for what these people
want," she said.
Other possible goals of the JMU.
coalition include promoting voter
registration, participating in a student
march during Martin Luther King Week
in February, and looking at issues of
concern to various student groups.
Some of the groups the national
coalition serves politically include
American farmers, the elderly, the
handicapped, teachers, women's rights
supporters and advocates of world peace,
Morris said.
"In the past minority groups have
been pitted against each other . . . this
is a gathering and uniting of these
people to produce a voice," Morris said.
She added that she hopes the coalition
will adopt its constitution and receive
official university recognition next
spring.

Glitter <^#4*4M#rfMr4i4ir^^J^jnW4^>• (Continued from page 5)

consume about 300 kegs per semester,
he added.
He admits they tried to live up to the
reputation they established there.
Troy Tcachey, a graduate student who
once parlied at The Gutter House, said
"II was a rag of a house, but a great
party. I don't think that house was
meant to live in, just to party in."
The Gutter House's residents moved
out July 31, 1986 after the woman they
rented the house from died, and the
house was given away in her will.
Bland Land, Co. has control of the
auction now. But owner Chris Bland

will not comment on the house until
after it is sold because the "sizable
amount of money" involved is "fairly
sensitive."
Fred Hilton, director of university
relations, wouldn't comment on
whether or not JMU will bid because
the price is affected when other people
know who will bid. However, he did
say that JMU will "always look and
consider anything adjacent to university
property."
After the auction The Gutter House
might return to being just an address.
"Another tradition has died," Myers
said about the house. "It's kind of a
shame because a lot of people miss it"

SHARE THE COST
OF LIVING.
^

GIVE TO THE
*
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY. T
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POLICEFILE
Two male students
charged with thefts
in racquetball courts
By Kurt Larrick
police reporter

Two students have been arrested in
connection with thefts that occurred
near the racquetball courts in Godwin
Hall, said Alan McNutt, director of
campus police and safety.
Robert A. Christian III, 21, of
Highland Springs, and Kenneth T.
Mitchell, 21, of Colonial Beach, were
each charged with petty larceny.
In a separate case, campus police
charged two non-students with grand
larceny Dec. 4.
Christopher W. Ruleman, 18, of
Dayton, and a male juvenile were each
charged with one count of grand larceny
and one count of peuy larceny after city
police recovered over $1,000 worth of
merchandise stolen from a van and a
Toyota parked in Z-lot between Nov.
16 and Nov. 18.
Merchandise recovered from the van
included a television set, an equalizer, a
radio and tape deck, and a radar detector
all valued at $1,000. Merchandise
recovered from the Toyota included a
radio and tape deck and a quartz clock
valued at $150, police said.

Campus police also reported the
following:
Driving under the influence
•Non-student James R. Harvey. 22,
of Alexandria, was arrested and
charged with DUI and driving under a
suspended license about 11:30 p.m.
Saturday in D-Lot, police said.
•VMI student Carmine D. Palumbo,
19, was arrested and charged with DUI
about 10 p.m. Saturday in W-Lot, police
said.
Drunk In public
• A student, 18, and a juvenile
non-student were arrested and charged
with DIP about 12:15 a.m. Sunday near
Weaver Hall. Police reportedly saw the
two kicking out sidewajk lights in. the

village.
•A Bridgewater student, 20, was
arrested and charged with DIP and
underage consumption about 1:30 a.m.
Sunday near the steam plant, police
said.
•A male student was arrested and
charged with DIP and underage
consumption about 12:30 a.m. Friday in
Weaver Hall. He had to be taken
unconscious to Rockingham Memorial
Hospital for treatment, police said.
Larceny
• Percussion equipment valued at
over $1,100 reportedly was stolen from
the^Wampler auditorium between 10
P-3rNov- 10 and 9 am' Nov' 11- The
rteVfs are: one high volume snare drum

valued at $596, one Ludwig snare drum
valued at $341, and one Zildijian cymbal
valued at $191.
•A Harris tweed sportcoat reportedly
was stolen from the Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority house between midnight and 1
a.m. Nov. 30. The coat is valued at
$250.
• About $120 in small bills was
reportedly stolen from a room in the
Sigma Pi fraternity house between 11
p.m. Tuesday and 12:30 a.m.
Wednesday.
Property damage
• A glass door in the Harrison Hall
breezeway reportedly had a portion of
cinderblock thrown through it Saturday
night. Damage totaled $75.

COURTFILE
Three plead guilty
to DUI on campus;
two others fined
By Kurt Larrick
court reporter

Three students pleaded guilty to DUI
charges in recent cases heard at
Rockingham District Court.
• Selena Smart, 19, of Winchester,
pleaded guilty and was fined $250 plus
costs. Her license was suspended for
six months, five of which were
suspended upon her enrollment in the

©ASM
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Virginia Alcohol Safety Action Program.
Campus police arrested Smart at 3 a.m.
Oct. 30 on Madison Drive.
•Douglas C. Winn, 24, of Haymarket,
pleaded guilty and was fined $250 plus
costs. His license was suspended for
six months, five of which were
suspended for his enrollment in ASAP.
Campus police arrested Winn at 2 a.m.
Nov. 8 at the intersection of South Main
and Patterson streets.
•Barbara A. Langley, 19, of Sterling,
also pleaded guilty and was fined $250
plus costs. Her license was suspended
for six months, five of which were
suspended for her enrollment in ASAP.
Campus police arrested Langley about

[§©®K!

6:15 a.m. Oct. 15 on Bluestone Drive.
Two non-students arrested by
campus police for DUI were also tried in
Rockingham District Court recently.
•Ricky L. Dotson, 20, of Greenville,
pleaded guilty and was fined $250 plus
costs. His-license was suspended for
six months, five o1 which were
suspended for his enrollment in ASAP.
Dotson was arrested about 1:15 a.m.
Nov. 7 on Bluestone Drive.
•Randolph B. Holly, 53, of Trenton.
N.J., was found guilty and fined $280.
His license was suspended for six
months. Holly was arrested at 2 a.m.
Oct. 28 at the intersection of South
Main and Grace streets.
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Anderson Brothers
has the
$1,000,000 advantage
Sell us your textbooks between
December 11-18 and you could
be a winner
Receive a game piece for each textbook you bring to us,
or request one in writing, and we can tell you
immediately if you are a winner. The more textbooks
you have the greater chance you have to win.

- EXTENDED HOURS 8:30 am to 8:00 pm
1820 South Main Street 434-3600
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CLASSI
Unrversty Ptoce - Assume tease, mate, nonsmotang. own BR t\ 4 BR brand new apt
Sl9Q/mo. ♦ uflrbes Mcrowave AC. etc
Dont pay rent a late January Cal Bob
soon! 434-5986

FOR RENT
Female Wanted » sftare iurvtteC house 2
blocks from campus $i36-:montr- somg
semester. Cal 433-0997 Feei free to
check it and us out at 547 S. Mason St
Hale needed for tingle RU tor spnng
semester mie from campus $i20/monfi utilities M*e or BreB 433-4907

RM In Townhouse - 212 blocks from quad
on Mam St Lease from January-May
$130/mo ♦ uttftes Cal Greg 433-1356
■

--■

*-

Almost on campus - large, carpeted i
bedroom apt for quiet single or couple.
Water, trash appliances provded. Almost
new Four blocks from JMU on Dutch 141
Court (behind Hardees) Lease Negotiable
Rent/Deposit $275 434-2100.

Huge BR For Rent Next Semester to a
non-smokng female r a house 3 blocks from
campus WD in-ground pool, deal ocakxi
$150/mo ♦ utilities Call Chariene
433-9886

Hale Needed For Single RU for spring
semester 2 minute walk to campus.
$145'mo. 1155 S. Mar SL Cafl 434-5706

University Place Completely Furnished
Condos - 3 & 4 BR wifi 2 bafts, equipped
lutehen, WD, nKrowave Avaiabte Jan 1 to
May3istorAug 15th $i70-2oamo. No
pets 433-8822

RMs Available - Large master BR (1 or 2
persons), $100/mo. & single BR. $l2S/mo..
negotiable Large house, W/D. 12 minute
walk from campus. 43S-6316

RM For Responsfcte, Non-Smoking Female
UmSsc Vary 434-74=7

2 Females To Live In Country Club
Townhouse. Own RM. 2 5 bat*. W/D, cable
& phone in RMs & more for $175 Cafl Lisa.
434-6039
Forest HUls - Need females to share large
BR, totaly lurmshed, only $135. Call Mary
or Denise, 433-6894

Available 2nd Semester For Female An
utilities included 2 blocks from campus
Can 434-7685
Anxious! Canl Go To Paris Without You!
Need to sublet Madson Square Apt fully
furnished townhouse. W/D. AC. microwave
1 RM available for 1 or 2 females Rent
negotiable. Cafl now, 434-8673.

Direct Bus Service To Campus ■ Female
roommate, Hunters Ridge 4 BR, $l82/mo.
- uBiibes Cal Kelly, 433-5635.
Want Roommate - Own stove, refrigerator,
bath. Call 434-6395
Roommate Needed • Non-smoking male.
Own RM r\ furnished 3 BR townhouse. All
appliances pool $l35/mo * 1/3 utilities.
433-8490.

Fine, Don't Rent My RM Next Semester Don't live with the enticingly bodacious
women of 445 S. Main for $135/mo. Don't
even think of calling me, Steve Mitchef at
433-3449. Live in the d— street, I don't
care.
Madison Manor - 2 males needed to share
MB, $l45/each/mo. 3 BR. 3rd floor apt
Nice. 434-1954.

University Place - Female, own RM,
Sl50/mo. furnished Call 433-9591.

Help! Female needed for furnished RM at
Madison Manor Microwave, DW, pool &
weight room. $i20/mo. + utilities
433-6187.

Madison Square - Main St & Port Republic
Rd Wa* to campus. Female. Townhouse, 3
BR, 2 1/2 baths, W/D. DW, AC, furnished
BR for 2 persons available at
Sl50person
Call Sharon (703)
788-4751 or Laura. 433-9980.

Last 2 RMs Available - Jan 1,1988 289
Campbell, 1 small, $90. 291 Campbell, 1
large, $140. Share utilities. Call
433-6047

Female, Non-Smoking, Madison Manor Sl45'mo. + utilities 3 roommates Share
BR Available spring semester Michele
434-4052
Female Wanted Fa University Court - Own
RM! Only 2 others Very easy-going
roommates Non-smoker. WD, pool Call
Laural. 433-3113
Male Needed to sublet spring semester,
own BR. Squire Hill Apts Call Dan
434-9555.

SKI FOR CREDIT

Own RM - Female, Madison Manor
townhouse. AC, DW, tennis, pool, bus
service. $l65/mo. Call Karen, 433-7454.
Female Wanted To Share 4 BR Hunters
Ridge apt. Own BR, $l55/mo. + utilities
For information call Kim at 434-6583.
Have Your Own RM in a Squire Hill apt. Fun
roommates. Convenient bus service. Females
only. Call Jenny. 434-3050.
Solve Your Parking Problems - 2 blocks to
campus from JM Apts. Own BR, male or
female Chris/Jill, 434-2186.

Are YOU looking for a COMPUTER?
Do you want LOCAL: service/repair, supporUraining?
Do you want CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL helD?
Do you want PRICE/PERFORMANCE with QUALITY?
Then let

■4

nelp you with the following SPECIALS:
TDS

Year XII

MASSANUTTEN
Register now for PE 131 (elementary), PE 231
(intermediate), or PE 331 (advanced) classes for
two semester hours credit

When:

V

TDS

3RD BLOCK TUESDAY/THURSDAY
1-5pm OR 5-10pm CLASS SESSIONS

$114 ($138 with rental equipment)
Check payable to: Great Eastern Resort Management.
Must be paid at
required
orientation/liability
meeting in G/S Theatre Tuesday. January 12.
All courses will not close.
lessons/car pools.

Small group

F%r further information contact:
Dr. John Haynes Physical Education & Health Science Dept.
Phone 568-3949

41
■

Turbo/XT Floppy System
-IBM Compatible
-2 - 360K Floppy Drives
-640K RAM on the motherboard
-1 year mfgyDCS warranty

Retail
Regular DCS
JMU

AT 10 MhzHD System
Retail
-IBM Compatible
Regular DCS
•1-1.2MB Floppy Drive
JMU
-1 - 40MB High Speed Hard Disk
-640K RAM expandable to 1024K on ha
_
-1 year mfg./DCS warranty
™lterboard

1,295.00
995.00
795.00

2995.00
2,295.00
1,995.00

•T.I.Sv.velH.h-Re, Hercules Compare Mono Monitor

BQMIHIQM

nmmm Br} wmmi

35 South Gate Ct., Suite 202
Hamsonburg, VA. 22801
(703) 433-6910
Hours: M.F 9'OQtnc-nft

Prices do no^Xa^»•
Center
UdG tax and are

Object to change w/o notice.
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Available Immediately - Large RM in house
on Brook Ave. $ii8/mo. + utilities. Call
Joyce at 568-6159 (days) or 433-7763
(evenings).
Duke Garden Apts. - Male needed to sublet
spring semester, furnished, microwave,
DW, W/D, AC. 50 feet from campus.
$145/mo. 433-5407.
2 Roommates Needed - Own BR, behind
Hunters Ridge. $l50/mo 434-6810.
Roommate Wanted To Share Condo in
Universih/Place for spring semester. Own
RM. Call 433-7498.
Male Needed For Large Single RM with
fireplace, 2 minute walk to campus.
$l55/mo. 1155 S. Main St. Call 434-5706.

FOR SALE
1973 Toyota Corolla - Good condition,
$500. 289-9815. 1 owner.
Hand Knitted JMU Sweaters For Children
- $18. Will deliver. 433-1534.
Gibson 12-String Guitar - Good condition.
Call x5927.

Marshall Guitar Amp - 50 w, 2/12", great
condition. $400. Call 434-2164.
Male Housing Contract - Call Ron,
568-7358.
2 Female Housing Contracts - Must sell!
Call x5927.
$50 Cash to the person buying my female
housing contract for spring semester.
433-5354.
Female Housing Contract for spring
semester. Call Vicki at x4998.

Must Sell! Couch, good condition, $35.
Dorm size fridge, $40. Full size bed, $45.
Desk 4 chair, $30. Stereo system, $150.
Call Jim, 434-4790.
Skis - din 931, brand new, never mounted
or used. 185 cm. Paid $335, sell for $200.
Call Joe at 433-3542.
Skis - KZs (185), Tyrolia bindings, Norica
(size 10) boots. Jack, x7454.
3 Piece Pants Suit Size 10, maroon skirt
waist 24", ski vest size 10, sweater set size
medium. Call 434-2864.
The JMU Archeotogical Research Center is
hiring part-time & full-time lab workers to
wash 4 sort artifacts. Apply in person at
Steele House or call X6159 to speak with
the laboratory director.
Archeology Positions - Fieldwork in cities
of Alexandria 4 Chesapeake over holidays 4
the spring semester. No experience
necessary will train. Contact Jim Cromwell,
Johnston Hall RM 217, x6973.
Food Service Help Needed - Fast order
cooks, cashiers, bus people 4 kitchen help.
Seasonal employment, full 4 part time,
skiing 4 recreation privileges. Inquire by
phone at 703-289-9441, Ext. 5033 or
5031 or apply in person at Massanutten
Village.

5th Floor Shorts - Good luck next
semester. I'm really going to miss yall.
You've definitely made things interesting.
Love, Kathy.

Temporary Part-Time Help Needed
beginning Dec. 7-18. Hours open 8:30 am 8 pm. Cashiers, stock people. Apply to
Anderson Brothers, 1820 S. Main St. See
Mr. Curry.

Typing Service - 24 years experience,
$l.75/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

Hirlngl Government jobs, your area.
$15,000-68,000. Call 602-838-8885, Ext.
4707.

Typing - Resumes, research, term papers.
$1/pg. 249-5952.

Gandy Dancer presents the national winners
of the Snickers Best Unsigned College
Band in America, Not Shakespeare, tonight

Private Pre-School Program - 7 am - 6 pm.
Call 434-4542.

Cash For Books! Sell them at Anderson
Brothers, 1820 S. Main.

Electrolysis - Permanent Hair Removal by
certified electrologist. Also waxing.
433-6270.

Contemporary Gospel Singers - Robes are
due Fri., Dec. 11,9pm.

Marketing Coordinator - 3 seasonal
positions are available in the Kings Dominion
Marketing Dept. for 1988. Positions will
begin mid-February, 1988 through
mid-October, 1988. Hours will average
between 30 4 40 per week; with 40-50
hours per week required during peak
periods. Weekend work required. Pay rate
is $5.25/hr. + bonus. Position assists 3
marketing representatives in the
coordination 4 implementation of
promotions 4 special events. Promotions 4
special events include radio 4 television
promotional campaigns; retail promotional
campaigns; special interest group
programs such as Scout campouts,
performing school groups, music festivals;
4 season passholder activities. (Marketing
coordinators are raponsible for general
clerical work, including written 4 verbal
follow-up with customer, processing major
mailings, answering telephones 4 handling
customer inquiries, as well as general
administrative duties as required to
execute programs.) Some local 4 overnight1
travel required. Prefer applicants with
good organizational skills, good verbal 4
written communication skills, general office
skills 4 an interest in working with the
public. Position will expose employee to
various areas of marketing including public
relations, direct mail production 4
implementation, development of
point-o»-sale materials 4 field sales
efforts. For an application, write or call the
Kings Dominion Personnel Dept., P.O. Box
166, Doswell, VA 23047, (804)
876-5373.
Want To Make Some Money White You Are
Home? Jonathan's Keepe, an apartment
community in Reston, Virginia, is looking for
a temporary housekeeper. Call
703-435-1880.

LOST & FOUND
Lost - Set of keys on blue velcro strap.
Mark X4480.
Lost White Gold Bulova Watch - Sun., Nov.
29 at George Jones concert. Seated
Section 105, Row I. Reward. Call collect
after 4 pm. 703-248-2056.
Lost Lady's Gruen Watch - Round
two-tone face with gold trim 4 black
leather band. Great personal value. Jill,
x5690.

SERVICES
Get Your Car Ready For Holiday Travel! Go
to Jiffy Lube! 10 minute, 14 point oil change
4 lube! Radiator flush 4 fill! Transmission
fluid service! And more! No appointment
necessary!

Typing Service - $l/pg. for double spaced.
433-8713.

Picture Framing To Fit Any Budget
Tom's Custom Framing. 879-9015.
Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices 434-5155.
Learn To Dive - Kathy's Scuba, Hwy. 11
North. Call 433-3337.
The Widow Kip's B4B - Mt. Jackson
Woodburning fireplaces all BRs. Canopy
beds, separate cozy cottage. $45-65 for 2
with breakfast. 703-477-2400.
Happy Holidays From The Country Race Lodging on the Shenandoah River! Plan
Christmas or New Year's with us at a 2 BR
chalet or 5 BR lodge, fireplaces, mountain
views 4 privacy. Call Gail Price, Comm.
Arts or 1-743-4007 evenings.

WANTED
Adoption - Happily married couple,
physician 4 psychologist, deeply wish to
adopt white newborn. Very warm loving
family circle, opportunities. Completely
legal 4 personal. Call Ellie 4 Alan collect
212-724-7942.
Adoption - Loving, financially secure couple
wish to adopt white newborn. All medical
expenses paid. Legal 4 confidential. Please
call Priscilla 4 Ed collect (703) 534-3720.

PERSONALS
Bluestone Area Staff - Thanks lor making
fall semester so "interesting." Have a good
break. Peggy
X-Mas Tree On The Quad - Dec. 11th at 7
pm.
Kristen - Keep your head in the window 4
your rings in your ear. Have a great
Christmas! Rusty
Patience Is A Virtue - Save your books 4
get your price at the SGA Spring Booksate.

IKnowCarmack.
III/KZ - Pimp 4 whore Thursday Word
for the evening - "Yes!"
Herbl Says - Merry Christmas to the 501
Blues (McNulty, too)!
Congratulations Jackey Marhn on winning
the IX Redskins Raffle.
Thanks To Everyone who has helped with
Train-A-Champ!
1988-89 Resident Advisor Applications
available in Alumnae Hall 102, Dec. 14-Jan
22. Join the winning team!
The "Tornado" Is Real! The "Tornado"
wants you! The "Tornado"!
Ar December Grads - April, Sue, Susan.
We will miss you!
Francie - You're the best! Thanx for being
there this semester. Looking forward to
more wild times in the spring! Linda
To "Hot Babes" In Shorts 203 - As you
leave for France, don't forget to wear lace
collars at firedrills, but don't fall on your
face! Don't miss cold walks to the row, but
remember, "when it's sh—y here, it's
sh—y for a week!" Don't take too many
nightly study breaks since you can't order
pizza or make prank phone calls to us. We
realize now that Lisa has been the smart one
with our G/S friends - oh well, it's too late
now. Kir - Don't get a cold in France
because you'll have to "Blow Your Nose!"
Lisa - Maybe in a new culture "IGA's" will be
acceptable (if they are, please notify us
immediately!) But please, be careful 4
watch out for all those "Purple Cows" in
France. We love you guys 4 well miss you!
Don't get too crazy without us. Have an
awesome time! Love, Lisa 4 Claire.

To My 3 Ski Partners - Thanks for your
i help 4 concern on Saturday. Well go again
IK Pledges - Great going! We love you all!
soon, eh? Bob
IK Sisters.
Want Your Picture Taken With Santa?
Don't go to the mall - just go to White HaH,
Mon., Dec. 14.2-5 pm 4 7-9 pm.
1987.5 Sweatshirts - Available at
graduation rehearsal or call Mike,
568-7468.

Christinas Tree, Carols & Chocolate - Dec.
11th at 7 pm.
Amy -P. - Surprise! Friends are few.
Thanks. Have a great X-mas. Nick
Mike C. - Someone is admiring you. Wake up
4 smell the coffee! Ill talk to you soon!

Horizon Sure Tan is a professional Tanning
Center. 434-1812

Monica Lynn - Road trip to RMC? Love,
Katie Lee.

T.M. - Merry Christmas 4 may God bless
you. Love, A Close Friend

Easy Tan - Tan 4 relax with our latest
Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds. 32
Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli. 434-0808
Call for appointment. Mon.-Fri., 6 45 am-8
pm. Sat, 6:45 am-12 noon.

Erik - Well, here it is, your last personal
The last year was wonderful (except for 1
month) 4 I loved every minute I spent with
you. Good luck after graduation! I'll miss
you! Love, Cathy.

Battery Supply - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155.
Need Extra Cash For Christmas? Sell your
books at Anderson Brothers, 1820 S Main.
»•»■<
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Lance • You are going to make an awesome
in Brother! Hang in there. Love, Your Big
Sis.
Sandi -1 know, no Christmas presents this
year, but this doesn't count. You're the
best! Have a great Christmas & I'll see you
at the Beach! RAS
Village Area Staff ■ Feed A Family was
wonderful I so are you. Enjoy your break.
Peggy
Amy Jacobs - You're the best AX£2 Big
Sister! Good luck on your exams! Love, Your
Little Sis, Michelle.
Gandy Dancer presents the national winners
of the Snickers Best Unsigned College
Band in America, Not Shakespeare, tonight.
Leigh McGuire - Your AXA Little Brothers
think you're awesome. Love, Eric & Jon. P.S.
You look great in pink champagne.
Anderson Brothers & Kappa Sigma give
the most money for your used books! At KI
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday exam week,
8-5.
Dave Wilisey ex - Keep up the great work!
Get psyched, you're almost there! Love,
Your Big Sis.
Wayland 328 1 326 - Have a great
Christmas break! We'll miss you 4 guys.
Love, GiGi & FeFe.
Kris Wlllett - Good luck on exams & Merry
Christmas! Boo

Bunny -1 love you soooo much. Mushroom
■

#

■ .. ■■■■

Patti Hughes - We're going to miss you
next semester. Congrats & good luck! Love,
Your Roomies.

i

Savage One - Keep that chin high & a smile
on that cute face. It belongs there! 'Boutcha
Fungus.

Hazel - I smell it again, watch out for
burning weenies!

Take A One Hour Break On Reading Day,
Fri., Dec. 11 at 1 pm on the mezzanine level
of the Union to find out about a new
organization forming - "The Student
Rainbow Coalition." We believe students
are eager for a change from conservatism
that has dominated this campus. We are
part of a national coalition supporting &
uniting with peace & environmental
advocates, blacks, women, the poor & the
homeless, the elderly & handicapped, A
many other minorities who strive lor civil
rights & a better world for all.

Dede - I'm so psyched that you're moving in
with us next semester! It's gonna be scary.
Love, Tracy.

Sally Sigma - Congratulations on
presidency - you have our support. We know
it'll be "coolness." Love, Steph-Uptight &
Medy-Obnoxious.

The Harmonic Convergence Is Over • But
don't fear. Join now! The Shirley. MacLaine
Fan Club. The time for channelling is the
present. Contact Moon Beam at 433-5729.

Maximum Sexl Hear Josh.

X-Mas Tree Lighting On The Quad - Dec.
11th.

Sex Like You've Never Heard It Before
Hear Josh.

To Thorn. B. & Scott - Wi
you.. but you Ye oh so taken

Josh Is Coming.

/
Jenn, Shelli, Tina - You're the best
roommates & friends! Thanks for a great
semester. I'M realty miss you! Love, Belh.
Tige, Saleem & J.R. • Congratulations on
becoming AXA Brothers! You guys are the
greatest Little Brothers! Love. Linda.
1988-89 Resident Advisor Applications
available in Alumnae Han 102, Dec. 14-Jan.
22. Join the winning team!
IKnowCarmacfc

Congratulations Chris Buck for winning the
Musicland Raffle. Ar Pledges.

Caroline - No matter how hard you try,
you'll never be a bitch.

Josh It Coming.

so taken with

Bookstore? Anderson Brothers & KI buy
your books at KI Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday exam week, 8-5.

Jan & Kath - Don't be sad, get glad! You'll
be loving London before you know it! Here's
to accents, ale & an awesome semester. Ill
miss you madly! Love, Maura

Lance - Good luck on finals. Watch out for
mistletoe! Tess

A

Tired Of Buying High & Selling Low to JMU

George - Keep up the great work pledging
Get ready for tonight. Love, IX Your Big
Sister.
Plenty - Happy birthday & anniversary! I
love you!
John - We're halfway to the end of our
beginning! Can't wait to see you, Babe! Love
you & miss you. Amy
The Obnoxious 3 - What a great semester
we all had together. Thanks for being the
best! The Obnoxious 4th,

IK Wishes Everyone good luck on exams &
happy hoidays!
Hillside Area Start - You may be few in
number, but you're doing great things. See
you in January! Peggy
Get Into The Holiday Spirit & come see
Santa at White Hall. Pictures for only $2.
Mon., Dec. 14,2-5 pm & 7-9 pm.
1987.5
December Graduation Sweatshirts
Call Mike At 568-7468
Or $17 At Graduation Rehearsal (Dec. 11)
1987.5
IKnowCarmack,

We have several units that will
become available for rental in January. If
you are interested in living at the finest
student community in Harrisonburg then
stop by the office and see what we have to
offer. We are located just past Howard
Johnson's, less than one mile from campus.

Hunters Ridge Condominiums
715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(703)434-5150

Rental Office Open
10 a.m. -5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
bales by appointment anytime.

RENTAL & SALES UNITS AVAILABLE!

__
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Kelly - HHSTYAY, see you over break.
Love, Kate.

To Terrl Smelser - Happy birthday 4
congratulations on graduating! Love, Vic.

HJ - Happy our first year anniversary. You
are the best. My life without you would be
meaningless. I love you & always will with all
of my heart. WJ

Annual Christmas Tree Lighting Dec. 11th
at 7 pm.

Lisa "Levenberger" - You're an awesome
Big Sis! AXA & in will never be the same!
Love, Your Ar Little Sis.
Jody 0. • Happy birthday! Happy birthday!
Happy birthday! Love, Deb.

Kec - 4/22/86, snuggling, proms,
Newport, New Year's, Riverside,
10/14/87-10/19/87,
Thanksgiving,
Christmas '87?! Understanding confusion. I
love you always, RSL
Tradition On The Quad Continues - X-mas
tree lighting Dec. 11th.

Congratulations to the new Kappa Sigma
Exec. Council.

Baldinl - That shy boy turned out to be the
best thing in my life. I love you Dave, now &
always. Thanks. Mkhelle

Save Your Books for the SGA Booksale.
Sell them next semester & get your price.

Eric -1 love my little Commie. Pun-

AX ft - Will we party again? You have
great voices. Love, £X.
December Gradsl 1987.5 sweatshirts are
in. Call Mike at 568-7468.
/
Graduating LKs - You will be greatly
missed! Sisters of IK.
Santa Ciaus Wll Be At White Hall on Mon.,
Dec. 14. Grab a friend & come get your
picture taken for only $2.

Happy 19th Birthday Michelle Harmon!
You're the greatest! Luv, JAS.
Chandler 319 - Merry Christmas & good
luck on exams! Amanda
The Winners Of The Microwave -TV Raffle
are John Messing for the portable TV &
John Socknat for the microwave oven
Glass Onion - Saturday at the Mystic Den.
Cover only $2. Another fine production for
the financially disadvantaged.

Kathy & Jan - Good luck in London! Take
care & 111 see you next year! Katie.

Come Dance With Culture Shock at the
Gilford Basement Blowout! Thursday, 10
pm,$1.

1988-89 Resident Advisor Applications
available in Alumnae Hal 102, Dec. 14-Jan.
22. Join the winning team!

1988-89 Resident Advisor Applications
available in Alumnae Had 102, Dec. 14-Jan.
22. Join the winning team!

Hate Long Buyback Lines At JMU? Sell
your books at KI. No lines, best prices &
great music. Anderson Brothers at KI
exam week, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
8-5.
Bonnie - We're going to miss you! Silvia &
Carolyn.
Douglas Raymond Cameron! Happy
birthday, Punkin. Tomorrow you can finally
open all of your presents. I love you. Me
To My Fellow Hallmates & 'Honorary
D-Wingers" - Thanx for being the best
bunch on campus! Merry Christmas & get
ready to ski mightily! Love & Peace,
Barbara.
P.J. - Another 3 pointer Saturday night!
Good luck! Judy
Hey Gooberl Have an awesome birthday,
Saturday! Love, Gooberette.

Kyle - I'll have a blue Christmas without
you...you know the rest. Ill miss chatting
you up over the holidays, but know I wish you
snow on the slopes, a safe flight home & a
very special Christmas. With love.
Mr. "KB" - A promise to an even better you
& I. We're good together & on our way to
being the best. There are no holes, just
wrinkles being ironed out. You're there for
me & I'll always be there for you. I love you
so very much & know that our love can only
grow. Merry Christmas! Love Always, Mrs.
"KB".
Lake Area Staff - Thanks for making me
feel so welcome whenever I visit. You're
great! Merry Christmas. Peggy
Deborah Walker - Happy 21st birthday! We
love you! Schawn, Cathy, Amanda.
Karen Blenvenue - Looking forward to
Thursday night! Your Secret Hannah.

Thank You JMU For Supporting Our Week

JMU S'Women - Thanks for another fun
semester-get psyched for Florida! Love,
Karen.

Nate - Lots of lip therapy & heart
underwear. Get over!

RKVN - Ski your little buns off! Silly
rabbit, trix are for kids. Hugs, Geek.

Angle - Thanks fa being here for me. I will
miss you immensely. Good luck with your new
roomie! Love, Amy.

H - Thanks for a wonderful weekend! I'll
miss you. K

,J~) -

Groupie #1 -1 miss #3. Get psyched for
New Year's Eve! (Or is it Dec. 30?)
Groupie #2.
To Kim, Kim, Cathy 1 Polly • Happy
graduation! Love, Ve.

Suey - I'm gonna miss you! Thanks for being
the best roomie & friend to me. Please take
care & remember I'm here if you need

anything. I love ya! Sarey
Roxanne - Blond, green eyes. Call again.
Once for yes. x4495.

o
»••*.-.*.%-•%-♦••%'♦*••.•*"»*.*.'•*.•*'
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SAVE SANTA'S
CHILDREN
JUST BECAUSE WE BOUGHT A FEW LOUSY PRESENTS ON CREDIT,
SANTA'S FORCLOSING OUR ONLY HOPE IS TO WORK EXTRA
HARD AND EARN ENOUGH TO PAY FOR THE FOG LIGHTS WE
BOUGHT FOR HIS SLED.
PLEASE HELP US! ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
ONE OF THESE JOLLY SPECIALS.
PERMS $35.00 w/cut iReg $42.00)
HI-LIGHTING $29.00 w/cut (Reg $3400)
WHERE ELSE CAN YOU SAVE THE CHILDREN. SAVE YOURSELF
SOME MONEY AND LOOK BEAUTIFUL ALL AT THE SAME TIME
PLEASE HURRY. WE CAN ONLY OFFER THESE SPECIAL RATES
THRU CHRISTMAS

head First
haircutters
1628 SOUTH MAIN

MON 9-8
TUE 9-8
WED 9-5

MSIDt "NAUTILUS"

THU 9-8
FRI 9-5
SAT 9-5

RAINBOW
Food CompaIT
Manyu
•
•
•
•

Istmas Gifts including:

Prizims
Quartz Crystals
Tye-Dye Scarfs
Nepalese Backpacks

- Biilk Natural Foods
- FTJH| & Nut Mixes
- Natural Snacks

1410 Virginia Ave.
\ 434-6078

Mon. -Fri. 10-6
Saturday 10-5

TACTICAL & SURVIVAL
SPECIALTIES
Harrisonburg's Largest Selection of new Military Camouflage Clothing

Pants, Shirts, Field Jackets in
Woodland, O.D. Green,
Black, Desert, Tiger Stripe

We also stock

433-6*43

Boots - Woolly Pully Sweaters - Rain Gear
Backpacks and Gearbags
Hnnr..

OFFER ONL Y VALID WITH THIS AD AND CAN NOT BE USED WITH ANY
OTHER DISCOUNT

6:30pm - 9:30pm Wed, Thur, Friday
9:30am - 12:30pm Saturday
703-434-8974
Harrisonburg, VA
1213 South Dogwood Dr.
wn.iiinin.

■?
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The Keyboardist From Hell would like to
wish everyone good luck on exams & a happy
hokday season.

Kelly - The feeling is very mutual, your
move.

Carmen A. - Thanks for Saturday night I
had a great time! Have an awesome
Christmas! Jane

DJIJI.-You are not acow! LoveyalH.G.G.
Thanos - You're an awesome Pledge. Keep
up Ihe good work & get psyched for tun &
mistletoe tonight Love, Your Big Sister.
Stress Over Exams? Why bother?! Party
with Glass Onion Sat, Dec. 12 at the Mystic
Den. Only $2.
Mark - In your eyes, the light the heat, I am
complete. I love you very much. Merry
Christmas. Love, Melissa.
Picante - Cuddling, munchies, talks, walks.
II miss you. Love, Muffin.
Thanks AKA for making Saturday a
success. Ar Pledges.

Residence Life Staff - Thanks for making
my first semester at JMU so easy &
wonderful. A special thanks to Joan , the
best secretary at JMU. Peggy
I Love You More Than al the popcorn ever
eaten & that wil ever be popped!
Gandy Dancer presents the national winners
of the Snickers Best Unsigned College
Band In America, Not Shakespeare, tonight.
Maura - This was only $2! Love, Your
Secret Santa.
Contemporary Gospel Singers - Robes are
dueFri.Dec. 11,9pm.

PhH, Lance - Good luck this week at En!
White C304.
Need Money? Sell your books to Anderson
Brothers, 1820 S. Main.
Beth - Thanks for a great semester, rats,
bears, hands, illnesses the Fan, Halloween,
etc. You're the best! Love, Your Roomie.
Anderson Brothers & Kappa Sigma give
the most money for your used books! KZ,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday exam week,
8-5.
Amy - You're the best!
Yours, K.

just can't wait.

WEIL PAY YOU FOR YOUR EXPERIENCE

Spring Break Plans? Ft. Lauderdale
starting at $129/person. Stay on the strip
for 7 nights. Saturday to Saturday. Call
Greg, x7199 for information &
reservations.
Ladies - If you are lonely, tired & would like
to meet someone new. Please give me a cal
Sparky, x5404. P.S. Take a break from
studying.

Tonight - Rock with Glass Onion at AXP, 10
pm. $2.00 cover with JMU ID. BY08
Sally - Congratulations on Tri Sig
presidency. Good Luck! Love, Sue
Whoever took the pictures from our maibox
on S. Main, could we have our negatives
back? P.O. Box 291

lohnwaync (> < mwford
Mllfisl

$4.00 - $4.50 per hour

. ^ ay lie's

Shoney's Restaurant has positions available for cooks, busboys and
salad bar attendants.
• One weekend night off
•
•
•
•

£WG&I

Pay raise after four weeks
Raises based upon work performance
Meal privileges
Two uniforms provided

Resigns

tY24 Hawkins St. 434 1617
Harrisonburg, VA 228DI

Our schedules are EXCELLENT for students - We offer
flexible hours to work around your classes.

John Paul Mitchell
Systems

Come in and apply in person at Shoney's Restaurant
Rt. 33 East Near 1-81 in Harrisonburg

ohnwayne O. Crawford

Looking for Christmas Gifts?

MR. CHIPS

Come down to:

More Than You Think

i Touch

NOW! FOR EXAM WEEK
MORE HOURS THAN YOU THINK!
MR. CHIPS EXAM HOURS WILL BE EXTENDED:

Hand-Crafted— Silver Jewelry— Natural Crafts
Supplies for— Leather Work— Bead Work

SUN. - WED.
7:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.

"For Something Different Come Check Us Out"
30 South Main
Next to Jess! Quick Lunch

434-2895

* ^^ *"**!? *■» *• <** » Shopping Days Left til Christmas Break. Get Your
ChrHma. Shoppy Don. ^"*^H™ njj. VSSCS,>™ ThT
Wookicri Men & WomerVs Rag Sweaters
Suter Creek (Levfs)
Mere Unwashed Levrs
Jimmy 7 Sweaters
OPLonrj^eevedT-shits

c

c

$20.97
$14.50
$16.99
$42.00
$11.95

433-6 ARN

White Stag
Quick Silver
Instinct

Lee
Chic
DUKES PLAZA

t>4>4> *>4>^^^

Swatch
Aigner
Union Bay
Calvin Klein
Jordache

\
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COMICS
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TOO LATE??
NO WAY!!
**^£$$^$^^Xi*''

THERE'S STILL TIME TO CATCH
THE PLANE FOR SPRING BREAK!!

Freeport
Bahamas
Jp3o" plus $8 departure tax
• round trip airfare
• 7 nights accomodations at Sun
Club Resort (1 mile from beach)
• fun-filled calendar of events
• limited space available

Cancun
Mexico
$519 plus $13 departure tax
• round trip airfare
• 7 nights luxury accomodations on the beach
• fun-filled calendar of
events
• inexpensive meals
and shopping

FOR MORE INFORMATION
COME TO THE UPB OFFICE.
ALL RATES BASED ON QUAD OCCUPANCY.
(5% INCREASE AFTER NOV. 25)
ONLY A $75 DEPOSIT NOW!

i
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THE FAR SIDE —Gary Larson

£/// Watterson

CALVIN AND HOBBE&
MUKSR* \TORTELLIN.\.
OWNER, MCM?

IS MOKE
iHfc TMAH

i/BFTOWBUWi'
0HQO9S/ »0l!

TORlEaiNl...TORTEU.IMI...
T-O-R...

TOraumr

***

OH, NO! THAT CAM ONLV
MEAN OUR *£U TEACUER
ROCKETED BACK. TO SATURN
TO REPORT TO HER SUPERIORS'

WD *N SEE Yt HAVE A
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER
TODAN?

:

** ******

JL.**?

■

**-

* *^t. •i:^ ttta
JU

k »>._ JL

THEY'RE TWIN6 TO SUBVERT US I THINK ONE LM TOO SMART
LITTLE KIDS WITH SUBLIMINAL OF US HAS TOREVnUOfcH!
MESSAGES WCWR TEXTBOOKS. BEEN EATING I DON'T READ
m ASSIGNTEtDNG US TO TURN IN OUR
TOO MUCH
MENTS!
PARENTS WHEN THE SflMHlANS PASTE IN
ATTACK,! EARTH WILL BE
ART CLASS.
RENDERED HEU\ESS.'

h

Runaway trains

UtM

tlWIW^mrrmi^OMH

N

*fi* jit ♦&•
BEHOLD TUE TERRIBLE
THUNDER LIZARD,

N

THE FIERCEST DINOSAUR OF
ALL, HE IS TNEMV TONS OF
BONE CRUSHING MUSCLE AND
RAZOR SHARP TEETH.'

COLLEGIATE CROSSWORD-

Sponsored By

BILL'S

^^HMVJL

SHOP

51 Slangy head
10
53 "And mine —11
one"-- Shakespeare 12
1 Cowboy's panatela
13
6 Footwear component 54 Pulver's rank
14 One-celled animals
(abbr.)
15
16 Dealer in women's 55 Metallurgy device
(var.)
21
hats
57 Organization for
24
17 Cut into small
Greg Norman
. .26
pieces
18 Distance from the 58 Legato's opposite\ 27
62 Organized massacre\ 30
x-axis
19 Suffix for differ 64 Actor who played v34
Gene Krupa (2 wds.) 37
'20 Military headdress
65 Calm
38
22 Mr. Rather
66 Concisely witty
39
23 M1ss Carter
phrase
25 "
so many
67 Lock of hair
children..."
28 Prefix: wine
29 Virgil hero (var.)
DOWN
31 Flaming
1 Uniformity
32 Kitty's cry
2 High rank or
33 Quite a few
position
35 Ending for ham or
3 "
My M1nd"
sen
4 As easy as —
36 Certain part of
5 Actress Charlotte,
Congress (2 wds.)
and family
42 Mr. Bellow
6 A speakeasy, nearly
43 Spiritual meeting
always (2 wds.)
44 Have title to
7 Emporer of note
47 Salt trees
8 Like Methuselah
49 "Darn it!"
9 Mr. Wallach
50
volente
ACROSS

©Edward Julius

Collegiate CW8724

of downtown Harrisonburg*'
Yutang
Wreath for the head
Fuel hydrocarbon
Before this time
(poet.)
Old-English letters
Shout of discovery
Zhivago's love
Oratorio solos
All dressed up
example

40 Stop sign shapes
41 French ladies
44 City in Texas

Alliance acronym
Divided skirt
avis

59 Roman 901
60 Armed forces head
(abbr.)
61 Black cuckoo
63 Dog's snarl

45 Started a fight
(2 wds.)
46
diet
48 Road sign
52 Napoleon and Haile
Selassie (abbr.)
56 Robert Burns, for
one

Painting the town
red (3 wds.)
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Is one normal Christmas too much to ask?
By Mark Longenbach
assistant fauttum ftditor—
"What would you like for Christmas young man?"
Santa asked. I thought to myself, "Buddy, you're
asking the wrong fella." I told him nothing.
"Surely there's something you want," he persisted.
So I unloaded.
"Yeah Santa, how about a normal Christmas, can
ya do that for me? I'm talking about a good one, OK?
No more Christmascs where I drop my grandmother's
present in the street, reducing her ceramic plant holder
to a pile of dust.
"And no more Christmas Eves when I've been
drinking too much and am dragged to midnight mass
and have to avoid breathing on my family and men of
the cloth. Stop me if I'm going too fast Santa, I want
you to grasp this!"
Santa looked at me puzzled and frightened. And he
ran.
I didn't mean to unleash on the poor guy. I love
Christmas, but something always goes wrong. I just
want to make it through one festive celebration of
Christ's birth without a scratch.
Besides, I'm not the only who has had strange
Christmascs. I found that out after tcjling my friends
about how Santa made me feel like a pariah. As we
sat together in my room, they each revealed their own
personal horrors of Christmas past.
Senior Keith Stanek told how every Christmas the
exact same things go wrong.
"At midnight mass, my father and I are always tired
and must constantly elbow each other in the chest in
order to stay awake," Stanek said. "We usually do
pretty well, but sooner or later one of our heads falls
back and hits the pew. This noise usually offends the
parish and cmbarrases my mother and sister.
"The next day we also go through a very tiresome
ritual which can be summed up in one word —
Jennifer. [11y sister] never gets everything she wants
and always^ .tarts to argue with my dad, who in turn
threatens to t 'turn them all.
"After this ritualistic scenario, we try to see how
many relatives^ ve can visit in the state of New Jersey
within a six-ho, r span. We arrive at each house late
and always end up giving my uncle's new socket set
to my grandmother and my grandmother's holiday
oven mitts to my uncle. This upsets us all.
"In one way or another we happily make it through
each Christmas, even though it is frustrating. But,
after such an exhausting day, it's always comforting
to know that one family member had a relaxing day."
Stanek was referring to his cat, Spooky, who after
a day alone with his new catnip mouse, can be found
happily stoned under the Christmas tree.
Unlike Stanek, whose family frustrates each other,
one of my friends confessed that one year he did the
job all by himself.
"It was the biggest Christmas ever, and I got more
presents than I could imagine," said senior Mark
Ennis. "After opening my last present, which was an
expensive train set from my uncle, I said 'Is jhat
all?'" My parents got mad and made mc take a nap.

Staff graphic by KEITH TURNER

"I woke up to the sound of my family running
through the house. It turned out they were chasing
our dog, who had relieved his bladder on our lavishy
decorated Douglas fir."
Later mere was a knock upon the door. It turned out
to be Ennis' grandfather, who had come over dressed
as Santa to give his sister her birthday present — her
birthday is on Christmas.
"I saw my sister talking to my grandfather, so I
walked out to the door and said, 'Hi Grandpa' and
yanked off his beard. My sister cried because I
exposed the Santa myth, and, once again, I was told
to take a nap."
Ennis said he got more sleep than he needed that
night, but he did manage to offend everyone in the
house — except his dog. who offended the tree.
One of my friends offended no one but still
managed to have a strange but memorable Christmas.

Junior Delia Turano once had Christmas taken away
from her — or at least part of it.
"While my family and I were at midnight mass, our
house was broken into," Turano said. "Not just
broken into, but robbed of Christmas."
What Turano meant was that the robber didn't
bother taking any valuables, only Christmas.
"We got to the door and noticed it was ajar. When
we walked into the living room, everything was
gone. The presents, the tree, the stockings and some
of the decorations.
"I was young at the time and thought that it must
have been someone with a Christmas fetish who
wanted to deprive us of ours."
After calling the police, Turano's family was
informed that there were a series of similar break-ins
that evening.
But all was not lost for the Turano's. "Even though

See CHRISTMAS page 23>
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Vintage clothing allows for style and savings
By Lisa Jackson
staff writer

Have you ever become frustrated at
finding your favorite outfit on a store
rack with 10 others just like it?
Does your choice of jewelry often have
one too many digits on its price tag?
If you answered 'yes' to one or both
of these questions, you might find
shopping in a secondhand or antique
clothing shop a refreshing alternative,
especially during the seasonal shopping
rush.
If you are on a Christmas shopping
budget, have a costume party or formal
to attend or just want everyday wear
that makes you stand out in a crowd,
try patronizing some of the secondhand
or antique shops in Harrisonburg like
Encore Consignments, The Salvation
Army or Rocky's Antique Mall in
Weycrs Cave.
There is only one prerequisite. You
must not mind rummaging through
what some would consider 'junk.'
In rummaging through these shops,
you may find men and women's
'Sunday-best' hats like you used to find
in your grandmother's closet, formal
gowns from the '40s and '50s, World
War II uniform jackets, leather jackets
and an assortment of men's and
women's overcoats.

Not only can you find a bargain seen as an investment.
shopping in vintage or secondhand
"Clothes aren't made to last now,"
clothing shops, but the whole process Arey said. "They arc made to last a
is an adventure, comparable to plowing
through someone's attic. Memories
elicited are reminiscient of a family
Encore Consignments, located at 82
album or characters out of an old S. Main St. is one of few shops left in
movie.
Harrisonburg which still specializes in
You'll often find old styles in sync old or vintage clothing — clothing
with current styles.
from the '60s or earlier. There you may
"Most styles come back in vogue find Victorian lace blouses from the
eventually," said one vintage shopper.
early 1900s. flapper hats and beads,
One example of this, said Ann formal gowns in knee, tea and full
Herron, owner of Ragalia in Rocky's lengths and an assortment of furs.
Antique Mall, is the wide-brim felt hat
with a velvet bow, pictured in a recent
A well-kept mink hat from the '50s is
priced at $10. A mink cape, priced at
issue of the fashion magazine Elle.
This hat is almost a direct copy of a $50, if purchased new today, might cost
vintage 1950s hat on sale at Ragalia for up to $2,000, Arey said.
$12, Herron said. She estimated that the
Males may be interested in a
Canadian
Air Force uniform, an Army
one pictured in Elle would probably go
jacket
or
a
black, tailored overcoat with
for $100 or more.
a
velvet
collar
from the 1900s.
Antique clothing is often handmade,
displaying intricate, detailed
workmanship, that a machine could not
Encore Consignments carries a large
possibly replicate, said Sharon Arey, assortment of coats, including an
owner of Encore Consignments, located original peacoat for S65, a black
on Main Street in Downtown cashmere coat with a fur collar for $45
Harrisonburg.
and a red and black checkered wool coat.
Clothing from earlier days was
designed to last and made out of natural,
If you had visited the shop before last
quality fibers like silk, wool and Saturday, you might have found a long,
cotton. Back then buying clothes was black cashmere overcoat for $38. But,

one girl, after bickering with her
roommate over it, bought it. "If I
don't buy it, someone else will," she
said.
Many students frequent the store in
search of unusual attire for costume
parties, Arey said. "The store was
packed around Halloween lime.
"Just the other day, some students
came in here looking for outfits for a
'60s party."
Some girls also come to the shop for
formal gowns, Arey said.
"It is certainly better to buy vintage
gowns for $30, rather than pay $300 for
a gown at a contemporary shop," she
said as she held up a black two-piece
satin dress with a bustle from the
1920s.
While it used to be that college
students were major patrons of vintage
shops, now the majority are dealers or
collectors looking for antiques and
collectibles. Young people wanting to
dress creatively used to keep vintage
shops in business, but that trend has
declined sharply over the past two
years, according to Herron, previous
owner of two vintage shops called
Ragalia, which are now closed. At her
new store, Herron sells handmade
sweaters, antique furniture and
decorative household items.
•
"No one is making a living off of
vintage clothing alone, anymore," she
said.
"While customers used to appreciate
vintage clothing for its aesthetic value,
you don't see much of that anymore.
Now you see the people who happen to
sec something and want it, impulse
buyers."

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Freshman Angle Vlnch searches through the racks at Phase II Boutique,
located at 201 N. Main St. in Downtown Harrisonburg.

a consignment shop

The decline in vintage shopping
might be explained by many shoppers
now finding alternatives in thrift shops,
where second hand1 clothing is much
cheaper if you do not mind the
rummaging, Herron" said. At the
Salvation Army, located on Court
Square in Downtown Harrisonburg, you
will find stacks of pants in various
colors, sizes and styles, all for $2.95.
Men's two-piece suits sell for $9.95,
and all sports jackets for $2.95. Unlike
those in vintage shops, clothes at the
Salvation Army are sold at one basic
puce within each category — shoes,
sweaters, jeans, regardless of age or
style.
You can purchase a cashmere overcoat
for $10, a herringbone sports jacket for
$ 10 or a learner belt for $ 1. If you have
'to lime to rummage, and you know
what to look for, you can find valuable
items at a bargain, said shop manager
Esther Harman.
"Anything hard to find, you can
usually find at. the Salvation Army."
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'Churches of Harrisonburg 1988L

Sophomore cashing in on calendar
"vA

By Amy Carter

the churches have/ already taken
advantage of her offers.

You don't need a business degree to
run a small business, as sophomore
sociology major Sarah Jane Brubaker
found out when she started earning
money with her own line of custom
calendars.
"Churches of Harrisonburg 1988"
features drawings of 13 local churches
sketched and compiled by Brubaker.
"Churches are better than houses,"
she said, explaining how she chose the
subject for her calendar, "because people
get offended if their house doesn't get
picked."
Brubaker began producing and selling
calendars in high school after getting
the idea from a calendar of student art
and literature her school produced. To
avoid competition with her own high
school, she took her business to the
nearby town of Lynch Station and sold
200 calendars. The next year she went

Brubaker has been drawing since she
was a junior in high school and still
takes art classes, but she says drawing
is mainly just a hobby. "My art teacher
would hale this," she said, referring to
the calendars. "He doesn't like
representational art."

staff writer

Usually when she puts together a
calendar, she has some scenes with
snow on the ground, some with leaves
on the trees, so it is relatively easy to
assign each drawing with a certain
month. For this calendar, however, the
pictures from which she made the
sketches were all taken at the same
lime, so she had to match a certain
church with a certain month "just for
the heck of it."
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The one exception was the drawing of
Temple Beth-El Synagogue, which she

"People like local stuff. A lot of people
see [the calendars] and want me to
draw their house. I've made as much
money from that as from the calendar."
— Sarah Jane Brubaker

*

tmi
I*

to another small town, Shenandoah, and
sold 350 copies.
Her goal this year is 1,000 calendars
at $5 each.
"Every spare second 1 had this
summer I drew," Brubaker said. She
makes the sketches from photographs
of the churches, then takes the sketches
and calendar pages to a Lynchburg
printer who puts it all together and
makes the copies.
Brubaker is selling her calendars on
consignment in Harrisonburg stores
such as Downtown Books, Ccntcrpoint
Books and Studio Art Shop.
She also has her calendars in the
bookstore at Eastern Mennonite
College but did not approach the JMU
bookstore. "I figured it's not the kind of
' thing students would buy," she said,
adding, "I don't think many students go
to church."
In addition to selling them in stores,
Brubaker gave a copy of the calendar to
each featured church with an offer to let
them use it as a fundraiser. For each $5
calendar sold, the church gets S3, "or
they could buy the original drawings
and make notepaper," she said. Some of

was careful not to match with a month
containing any Christian holidays. She
ended up putting it at the end of the
calendar, not assigned to any month.
"Harrisonburg has a lot of pretty
churches for this size of a town,"
Brubaker said, and if this year's
calendars do well, she is considering
doing a 1989 calendar featuring another
12 or 13 Harrisonburg churches. She
has also considered historical sites of
Virginia and Virginia colleges as
subjects for calendars.
"People like local stuff," she said. "A
lot of people see [the calendars] and
want me to draw their house, fve made
as much money from that as from the
calendar." One aspect of the business
Brubaker was not quite prepared for,
however,was paying tax on her profits.
"I thought, 'Can't you give a college
kid a break?'"
Still, she hopes to do w611 with the
business the Christmas season brings.
"People send them to their friends
who used to live here and belong to the
church," she said. "They're great as
presents."

^ktxiri/ unted MHf'C&~zf 'ihusOh

Blessed Sacrament Roman Catholic Church (top), Harrisonburg Baptist Church (middle) and Asbury United Methodist
Church are three of the local houses of worship In Sarah Jane
Brubaker's calendar of original drawings, "Churches of Harrisonburg 1988," which is on sale at area bookstores and
churches.
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Band brings Texas-style jazz to Wilson Hall
By Chris conick
staff writer

Each semester more than 300 students
audition to fill one of 20 spots
available in a class at North Texas State
University titled MULB 1808, section
501.
The reason these students want lo be
in this class is because it is NTSU's
One O'Clock Lab Band. Directed by
Neil Slater for the past six and a half
years, this jazz ensemble has a list of

recently rejoined the group after four
years on the road with Maynard
Ferguson. His composition was written
in the same vein as Miles Davis' recent
material. In the song, the solos of Pete
McCann on guitar and Wiest himself
were enthusiastically met by the
audience. "The Miles Files" was also
recorded on Lab S6.
After the 1979 death of bandleader
Stan Kenton, his entire library of music
was given to North Texas. Since then.

"If they are not the best, they are definitely one of the best college bands in
the country and world."
— John Mossblad
credentials as long as the line of
students hoping to get in.
Tuesday night, the band performed in
Wilson Hall for an audience of about
300 as part of a mini-tour of the Greater
Washington D.C. area. The tour also
includes a concert at Towson Slate
University and one at the Capitol
Hilton. The band also planned on a
night at Blues Alley in Washington
D.C, but there wasn't an open night
for them to play.
At Wilson, the band was introduced
by John Gunnar Mossblad, the
saxophone instructor at JMU. An
alumnus of North Texas himself, he
recicved both his bachelor of music in
jazz studies and his masters of music in
performance from tfie university.
Mossblad introduced the ensemble by
saying, "If they are not the best, they
are definitely one of the best college
bands in the country and world."
The One O'Clock Lab Band opened
the concert with "Escape Velocity," a
hard-bopping composition that featured
the tenor sax of Pete Gallio and the
trumpet of Rob Smith. "Escape
Velocity" was also used on their album,
Live In Australia — The 1986 Tour.
The inspiration for their second song,
"G'day Mates," also came from the
Australian tour. Written by alumnus,
Scott Whitfield, this Basie swing
showed the talents of Chris Sciter on
trq.mbonc. Seitcr just recently came
back to North Texas after playing in the
Thad Jones/Mel Lewis and Bobby
Mintzer big bands.
The next selection, "The Miles
Files," was written by the lead
trombonist, Steve Wiest. Wiest just

the One O'Clock Band has recorded
With Respect to Stan, which included
many of Kenton's songs. The ensemble
played the Kenton version of "I'm
Old-Fashioned," which is not on the
tribute album but does appear on Live
In Australia.
After a brief intermission, the band
played a song entitled "Updated:" Before
performing it, Slater, who wrote the
song, said that the band had "got it [the

music] yesterday. It keeps them
humble." This altered blues featured
Smith on trumpet and Gallio on tenor
saxophone.
The One O'Clock Lab Band also
played the odd-metercd "First Circle,"
written by Lyle Mays and Pat Mcthcny.
Mays, an alumnus of NTSU, is also a
former member of the One O'Clock Lab
Band. "First Circle" was recorded by
Methcny on his album of the same
title. The North Texas arrangement
showcased the dynamic drumming of
freshman, Earl "The Pearl" Harvin.
From "First Circle," the ensemble
went into Charlie Parker's be-bop
classic, "Anthropology." The
arrangement was written this year by
Mark Taylor, who is currently a staff
arranger for the Army Blues, the official
jazz ensemble of the United States
Army.
To close the concert. Slater asked his
band what they wanted lo play. The
band responded with "Upside Down."
Written by New York guitarist Mike
Stern, this selection was arranged for
the band by Wiest. Soloists in the
hard-driving modern composition
included Wcist and Colin Wcnhardt on
tenor saxophone.
From there, Slater and the One
O'Clock Lab Band were coaxed into
playing one more song by the audience.
For their encore, they pulled up the
standard, "Secret Love," which featured
trumpeter Magnus Broo of Sweden and
brought Broo and the band a standing
ovation at its conclusion.

In (he forefront as a pioneer of college
jazz studies, NTSU has offered a
bachelor of music in jazz studies since
1947. The program consists of nine lab
bands, starting with the One O'Clock,
Two O'Clock, Three O'Clock, etc...
Tony Reed, a former JMU student
who transferred to NTSU, cites the One
O'Clock Lab Band as "one of the best
bands I've ever heard. They are a source
of inspiration to other music students at
North Texas." Reed mentioned that
about 10-IS students will go to one of
the bands four weekly rehearsals simply
to listen and watch them rehearse.
The One O'Clock Lab Band has put
out an album every year since 1967.
Two of their albums, LAB 75 and LAB
76 were nominated for Grammy Awards
by the National Academy of Recording
Aits and Sciences. No other collegiate
jazz group has had this honor.
In the past 20 years, the One O'Clock
Lab Band has performed in Mexico,
Germany, Switzerland, Portugal, the
U.S.S.R. and Australia. In 1982 they
did a sweep of the Pori, the Nonhsca,
the Montrcux and the Antibcs jazz
festivals.
Members of the One O'Clock Lab
Band have gone on to play with the
likes of Woody Herman, Freddie
Hubbard, Wynton Marsalis and Tosh iko
Akiyoshi.
Of this years band. Slater says he is
"amazed at how well these guys play.
Whether playing within their respected
sections of the band or out in front as
soloists."

Staff photo by JENNIFER ROSE
North Texas State University's One O'Clock Lab Band heats up Wilson with their Southern jazz.
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Petite beauty pageant contestants walk
away with titles, new insights into contest
By Kim Kidwell
staff writer

What do JMU graduate Meneika
Maycs, senior Jennifer Sncll, and junior
Dawn Patterson have in common? They
are all less than S feet 5 inches tall, and
they all followed up.on an ad for the
Miss Petite Virginia Pageant.
The
three young women gathered with 45
other contestants on Nov. 1, in the
Hilton Hotel in Lynchburg, where the
pageant was held.
Snell entered through an
advertisement in Cosmopolitan
magazine. Patterson saw the same add
but did not enter until she felt the
pageant was legitimate after seeing it
advertised again in a department store in
Texas. Maycs' mother brought home a
brochure and encouraged her to enter.
The entry form requested a
photograph, $20 and other information
such as the entrant's height and weight.
The only requirements were that all
contestants be shorter than 5 feet 5
inches and between the ages of 15 and
28.
From the entries received, 50 were
selected, but only 48 showed up for the
pageant. These 48 were required to pay
an additional $255, which could be

raised with the help of a sponsor.
The pageant was divided into three
segments. First, all 48 contestants
modeled their own one-piece bathing
suits. Then they modeled cocktail
dresses and evening gowns. After these
two competitions, eight Finalists were
selected.
Sncll and Patterson were two of those
Finalists, who were asked one question
each to determine the winner.
Patterson received second runner up
for her answer to the question "If you
could give one message to the young
women of America what would it be?"
She said that she would emphasize the
importance of being an individual.
First and second runners up recieved
trophies. The winner recieved a S1,000
savings bond and will go on to compete
in the Miss American Petite Beauty
Pageant.
The three JMU students had different
opinions about the pageant. Patterson,
fc who was in the Miss National Teenage
Pageant for Virginia in her freshman
year of high school, said she would
definitely do it again.
"I met a lot of really terrific people. I
just got a letter from the girl who won,
we are keeping in touch."

Maycs, who had no past pageant
experience, had different feelings about
the production.
"It was a money market. The
contestants had to pay S275, and they
were not given anything in return. It
was very unprofessional and plain."
Many parents were upset, Sncll said,
because they were notified only a few
hours before the pageant that tickets
were S20 each, much more than
expected.
Snell, who has been in numerous
pageants and placed in several,
including first runner up in Miss
Hawaiian Tropic and third runner up in
Miss Virginia Beach, said she was very
disappointed with the Miss Petite
Virginia competition.
"It"(the competition] had nothing to
do with what type of person you are.
There was no talent competition and no
personal interviews," she said.
Sncll was also disappointed with her
finalist's question because she did not
have an opportunity to express
anything about her personality to the
judges.
She was asked, "What would you do
if your date was an hour late?"
Sncll replied bluntly, "I wouldn't be
there!"
*-

YOU
CAN'T
FLY
YOU'RE
HIGH.
Don't let your lungs
go to pot.
When you reach for a dream,
whether it's in school, in sports, or
on stage, you've got to be on your
toes That's why you should take
a second look at marijuana and
think twice before you smoke.
New studies show that smoking pot can hurt your lungs much
more than you think. If you're
young and growing, it'l a lot more
dangerous than you imagined.
And a lot less cool
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monetary part of Christmas was
cen away, we still had each other and
(we had a beautiful Christmas.''
I quickly was beginning to feel I was
[not alone, as my friends and loved ones
[continued to empty their souls of
Christmases not so perfect.
"We had both gotten shovels," junior
I Jessica Carlson said, referring to herself
and her brother, "and we went outside to
try them out. My brother started
[ shoveling the sidewalk, and I decided to
1
follow close behind and shovel what he
missed.
"I was only 2 at the time, but I kept
up with him. Somehow we lost our

rhythm, and I got too close to him. The
corner of his shovel hit me and stuck in
my forehead.
"They were those red plastic shovels
with the wooden handles, but they can
do a lot of damage."
The cut turned out to be pretty severe
and Carlson had to get stitches. "I
started screaming when I saw the blood.
The rest of my Christmas was spent
getting stitched up in the hospital."
I felt sorry for her, but at least I know
where that dent came from.
We all started talking about the
strangest gifts we had ever gotten and
suddenly one of my suitemates
flashbacked to the seventh Christmas of

his life.
"I was the youngest in my family at
the time and was very spoiled,"
remembered senior Kelly McClellan.
"My sister kept teasing me and telling
me that all I was getting for Christmas
was sticks, rocks and coal."
"When Christmas rolled around, all
my presents were hidden behind the
tree, but there was one big box with
my name on it."
Needless to say, McClellan got what
his sister predicted.
"I ran upstairs crying, and it took
everyone's persuasion to get me out of
my room and back downstairs to open
my presents. They still laugh at me. I

December 14 -16
50% off all Christmas wrap and boxed cards
20% off all JMU imprinted clothing
20% off all general books (excluding course books)
$ 1.00 off all Christmas cassettes
Gift wrap service available.
BEST WISHES FOR HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM THE
JMU BOOKSTORE STAFF.

guess some scars never heal."
I couldn't help it. I mumbled, "kind
of like the scar on Jessica's head." See,
if you mumble you don't get hit as
hard.
The idea of being scarred jarred loose
a strange memory from the head of my
roommate, senior Kyle Mills.
"My friend's dad had this ritual where
every Christmas Eve he would dress
like Santa, go on the roof and peek into
the skylight just long enough for my
friend to see him and know it was time
to go to bed.
"One Christmas Eve, my friend's dad
drank a lot of egg nog after dinner and
forgot the skylight had been opened to
let out some of the smoke from the
fireplace. When he engaged in his ritual
of pecking over, he lost his-footing and
crashed into the middle of the living
room.
v
"Somehow he managed to convince
them, 'Yes I am Santa, and no, you
won't get any presents if you don't go
to bed.'"
This triggered the memory of the
only person left in the room, who
wished she wouldn't have received one
of her presents one year.
"During my freshman year
Christmas, I hooked up with an old
friend of mine from high school," said
senior Pam Wiley. "We used to go
driving around years ago, and
sometimes we hung out at this
cemetery to talk."
The time apart obviously brought
Wiley and her friend closer together,
because, for the first time, he had
brought her a present.
"It weighed a ton and turned out to be
the headstone of the Rev. Thornton
Williams Jr., who died in 1972."
According to Wiley, her friend found
it in a dump near the cemetery and gave
it as a joke, but it turned out not to be
so funny since she had just finished
reading Stephen King's novel "Pet
Scmetary."
"I was scared to death, and that night I
sat up waiting for the Reverend to come
back for his headstone."
Apparently Wiley's family wasn't too
thrilled about her gift either, because
the next morning her father took it
upon himself to return it to the
caretaker of the cemetery.
I felt better realizing that my
Christmases have been comparatively
mild. Hell, they've been great.
The next day I bumped into that
Santa again. I could tell by the look of
horror in his eyes that he remembered
me. He immediately ran.
I finally caught up with him. and,
after tackling him in the snow, I
apologized. (For the other day, not for
tackling him. How dsc do you stop a
fleeing holiday icon?)
"Hey Santa." I said, "sorry about the
other day. I didn't mean it about those
lousy Christmases. But let mc tell yoa
rinut my friends..."
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SALES POSITION OPEN AT
If you know you can sell, but never thought you'd be able to sell during school - \*m Ml to.
make your year! I have a product that practically sells Itself (and I'm not kidding.) So If you know
you have the talent and the time, come make friends, money and more selling advertisements for
JMU's growing campus newspaper!
APPLICATION DEADLINE:
\DLINET]
DIANE BENEVIDES, BUSINESS MANAGER
;c. 16
WEDNESDAY, DEC.
an 12 J
interviews
held
Jan
" ( Please deliver in person to the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall)
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fund the fight
for
CLEAN AIR.
It's a matter of
life and breath!
r .AMERICAN
LUNG
. ASSOCIATION

The Christmas Seal People •

Ever wanted to fly home
but didn't have the funds?
Presidential Airways now offers
mmBmm^m^ air fares for only $49 and $69!
WHO

m

CONGRATULATIONS
TO LAST ISSUE'S
AD TRIVIA
WINNERS:

Richard Deluca
Kenneth Hutton
David Klisz

Students with valid college identification card (plus one other photo ID.)

WHAT
The airline will charge $49 for its College Walk-up Fare for flights between any city in their systems
except Florida cities. For flights to and from Florida, the fare will be $69. (The Presidential College
Walk-up Fare does not apply to Continental Airlines or other Continental Express affiliated carriers.)

WHEN

, d
Fares are valid through January 31,1988 except during the following black-out dates:
Nov. 24-30; Dec. 18,23,24,27,28; Jan. 1-4.
%'

WHERE
The College Walk-up Fare may only be obtained at Continental Jet Express and Continental Express
ticket counters operated by Presidential Airways.

HOW
nimiimmiAi
[■■■■■■■U

ANSWER TO
LAST ISSUE'S
AD TRIVIA:

Students may purchase a reserved seat for a flight within two hours of its scheduled departure, •
available seats permitting. Since it is walk-up fare class, no advance reservations may be made.

ALSO
Tickets available en a one-way basis only.
The same two-hour prior, walk-up procedure
is used for the return-trip. Tickets are
combinable with any other one-way fare only.
Tickets refundable only on the day of purchase,
but may be reissued subject to all student fare
rules and restrictions.
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Chips
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ROUTE SYSTEM

Coming January 9service to Miami
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AFTER

HOURS

THURSDAY
MUSIC
Brass Quintets — Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m..
free.
Visions — Calhoun's, cover charge not available.
Tim Spears and Donny Wood son — The
Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
New Potato Caboose — The Mystic Den, cover
charge not available.
Disc Jockey — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ — J.M.'s Pub & Deli, Greek Night. $1 cover
charge.
**■—
DJ — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover charge for
ladies, $1 for men.
MOVIES
Miracle on 34th Street (G) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Black Christmas (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
midnight.
Cinderella (G) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., and 7 p.m.
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Fatal Attraction (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Hallo Again (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 9:30
p.m.
Three Men and a Baby (PG) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m.. and 9:30 p.m.
Fatal Bsauty (P) — Roth Theatres. 7:15 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
Princess Brlds (PG) — Roth Theatres. 7 p.m.
and 9:15 p.m.
Running Man (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and
9:25 p.m.

COMEDY
Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn. $4 cover
charge.

and 9:15 p.m.
Running Man (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and
9:25 p.m.
,

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

MUSIC
Widespread Panic — Calhoun's. $2 cover charge.
Gene Preston and the ftowdios — The Gandy
Dancer, cover charge not available.
Awareness Art Ensemble — The Mystic Den,
cover charge not available.
Reflex — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3 cover
charge.
DJ — Belle Meade, no cover charge.
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, Outing Club Sponsor Night, all ages
admitted, $1.50 cover charge for people underage,
$1 for people of age.
MOVIES
Living Daylights (PG) — Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Cinderella (G) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m!, 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m., and 9:30 p.m.
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.. 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Fatal Attraction (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Hello'Again (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 9:30
p.m.
Three Men and a Baby (PG) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m., and 9:30 p.m.
Fatal Beauty (R) —Roth Theatres, 7:15 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
Princess Brlds (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m.

<>

MUSIC
The Ryalls Brothers — Calhoun's. cover charge
not available.
Gene Preston and the Rowdies — The Gandy
Dancer, cover charge not available.
Glass OnTon — The Mystic Den, cover charge
not available.
Reflex — Scruples, Sheraton Inn. $3 cover
charge.
DJ — Belle Meade, no cover charge. .
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
\
MOVIES
)
Living Daylights (R) — Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Cinderella (G) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., and 7 p.m.
Dirty Dancing (PG-13) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Fatal Attraction (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1
1:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m.. 7:30 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Hollo Again (PG) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 9:30
p.m.
Three Men and a Baby (PG) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres. 1:30 p.m.. 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:30
p.m., and 9:30 p.m.
Fatal Bsauty (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:15
p.m., and 9:30 p.m.
Princess Brlds (PG) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7
p.m., and 9:15 p.m.
\_
Running Man (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m.. 7:30
p.m., and 925 p.m.
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Participating Locations
1435 South Main St
and
258 Reservoir St
Harrisonburg
Checks accepted for
Purchases with
Proper Student ID

Doritas

Embassy
Ice Cream
Sandwich
Each

Tortilla
Chips

$1.29

All Flavors
7 oz. Bags
a Bag

W0 VALUABLE* 'co'uPQN W/7/7/

FARMFIELD
Orange Juice

$1.89

Q«

16-oz. 7-ELEVEN

16 oz. NRB
6 Pack

$1.99

Si5* *

.Coke

LIMIT 1 PER COUPON
six pack
Expires December 31, 1987
Plastic 1/2 gallon
ftnftH at 7-Kleven -1^35 S. Main St & 258 Reservoir St Harrisonburg. Thru Dec. 31.1987.
^

—

COKE

1/2 gallon
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Shooting bug bites JMU in loss
By Rob Washburn
editor

^■AV«

fill

■
i

■ 32 * j

Staff photos by LAWRENCE JACKSON

The Dukes' Kennard Winchester dunks In JMU's 91.-74 loss
to Virginia Tech Monday night at the Convocation Center.

Like the most infectious of diseases,
the inability to put the ball in the
basket made its way around JMU's
Convocation Center Monday night
For four minutes, while Virginia
Tech's visiting Hokies were stricken
with 2-for-14 shooting, JMU jumped
out to leads of 11-0 and 15-4. But as
quickly as the Hokies caught the
shooting bug, they gave it back to the
ailing Dukes, allowing Tech to roll to
an easy 91-74 victory before a crowd of
5,619.
During an eight-minute stretch in the
middle of the first half, the Hokies got
a shot in the arm and hit an incredible
14 straight shots, turning an 11-point
deficit into a 16-point advantage.
Meanwhile, JMU head coach John
Thurston was left looking for a cure to
his team's 32 percent shooting
performance.
"We continue to have the same
problem — we don't shoot the ball very
well," Thurston said. "Any of y°u wal
have been in a slump in anything know
that slumps are lough to come out of,
and in basketball, they tend to spread."
Such was the case for the Dukes.
After hitting six of its first nine shots,
JMU connected on only 19 of its next
69. For the game, only freshman center
Barry Brown (14 points, 11 rebounds)
hit more than 50 percent of his
attempts from the floor. And when the
shots stopped falling for the Dukes,
everything else fell apart
"For the first eight or nine minutes of
the game, we executed the way we had
worked on it and finally shots were

failing," Thurston said. "But when
those same shots stopped falling, it was
like a button got pushed and we let up
in every other area, and you can't do
that against a team like Virginia Tech.
We've got to play hard for 40 minutes.
. . and not get frustrated when things
don't go well."
But when Tech's shots started
dropping, the Hokies' whole game
picked up. After guard Quinton
Nottingham and forward Tim Anderson
drilled five-of-six three-pointers, Tech
jumped into an aggressive full-court
press that led to 11 JMU turnovers in
the first half.
"I don't really think it was the press,"
Thurston said. "They had 19 points at
halftimc on transition baskets . . . and
transition baskets come from missed
shots. When you miss 50 shots in a
game, that gives you 50 opportunities
to run at the other end."
However, Tech coach Frankie Allen
disagreed. He said that although the
press itself didn't lead directly to scores,
it set other phases of the Hokies' game
into motion.
"We shot the ball extremely well, but
our offense was coming from our
defensive intensity," Allen said. "The
defense was getting us the ball, it was
getting us in scoring areas and it was
creating mismatches."
Trailing 49-35, it was JMU that was
mismatched in the second half. The
Dukes got no closer than 11 and trailed
by as many as 28 late in the game.
Tech finished the night with a
school-record eight three-pointers and

See MEN page 29>

Ferdinand shoulders Dukes' scoring load
By Mark Charnock
staff writer

JMU's Claude Ferdinand is starling to feel some
of the pressure already.
After being moved to guard this season, the
sophomore has quietly started to handle most of the
scoring load on a team still looking for the right
combinations early in the year.
He did it again Tuesday night in Virginia Tech's
91-74 win over the Dukes. The sophomore led all
JMU scorers with 19 points before Tech guard
Vernell "Bimbo" Coles tracked him down on ihe tail
end of a dunk and put him out of the game with
2:40 left
»
"I was going to dunk the ball, and he got on the
ball," Ferdinand said. "I didn't see him coming.
When you're going like that, you're just

concentrating on the basket He came and hit me and
all I could do was pray. 1 was lucky to land on my
side.
"I thought it was a cheap shot. He shouldn't have
done that at all. But he did it..."
Cheap shot or not, Ferdinand was one of the few
people that Tech had to worry about Tuesday night.
With penetrating, sometimes awkward, moves to
the basket and a number of running jumpers,
Ferdinand was often the only man who wanted the
shot in JMU's four-out offense.
"I know it," Ferdinand says of JMU's shooting
fears. "Maybe everybody else we have is not used to
be out there as much and me and Kennard
[Winchester] are. Being in that offense, I don't think
they can read the defense as well as we can.
"I can read my man, like how tight is he playing

me, and when he's slacking off...! just tend to notice
him doing that, and that's when I'm ready to make
my move — whether it's back door or coming to
the ball for the shot. I just wait and see what
happens."
JMU is probably waiting to see what happens as
well. Ferdinand has led the Dukes in scoring for the
last three games, averaging 16 points per game,
with a high of 22 against Virginia Commonwealth.
Most of those points have come when Ferdinand
asserts himself. Of his 19 points, 11 came from the
free throw line after some lough battles inside.
Ferdinand is starting to hear, sometimes quite
loudly, that he should be making more and more of
those inside moves.

^
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Wrestlers stop Golden Bears in opener
By Stephanie Swaim
staff writer

^_^^_

Wrestling in what JMU head coach Jeff "Peanut"
Bowyer said was the best team effort in two years,
the Dukes' men's wrestling team gave Morgan State
their first dual match loss of the season Wednesday
night at Godwin Hall.
"I think it's the best we've wrestled in at least two
years," said Bowyer. "I really can't single anybody
out from 118 [pounds] up."
The Dukes came out strong as JMU 118-pounder
Carey Falcone pinned Morgan State's Don Ritchie 33
seconds into the second period.
Jon Blauvelt took a 9-0 lead in the second period
and held on to win the 126-pound match with a 13-3
decision over Ncal Richards, making the team score
10-0 in favor of JMU.
The Bears took the next three matches, including a
controversial call in John Durso's 150-pound match.
Durso and Albert Woody were lied at 2-2 with one
second to go with both wrestlers in the neutral
position when Durso was penalized for jumping the
whistle. This gave the match to Woody and gave
Morgan State its first lead of the match at 12-10.
JMU's Pat Smith recorded a technical fall at 158
over Greg Minccy and the Dukes' Brian Kurlandcr
followed with a 17-6 decision at 167 over Chauncy
Wynn, a Morgan State wrestler who had been moved
up a weight class for this match.
177-poundcr freshman G.J. Sucher, coming off a
successful tournament at Lehigh University last
weekend, pinned George Wynn at 6:55 to clinch the

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
JMU's John Durso (left) grapples with Morgan State's Albert Woody Wednesday.

team match for the Dukes, but JMU lost the final
two bouts.
At 190 pounds, JMU's David Mitchell got pinned
in the first period by the Bears' Sam Thomas.
An exciting heavyweight bout saw Chris Crissman
come back to within two points in the third period

Women enter AP poll at No. 20;
Dukes travel to GWU tonight
By Dean Hybl
staff writar

The JMU women's basketball team
will be trying to improve on their best
start since the 1984-85 season when
they travel to Washington, D.C.
tonight to face George Washington
University.
The Dukes entered the Associated
Press national rankings this week at
number 20. They also hold the 18th
spot in the USA Today poll.
This season's 3-0 start is the Dukes'

best since they began the 1984-85
season with five consecutive wins. In
each of the last three seasons, the
Dukes' first defeat has come to a team
ranked in the Associated Press Top 20
at the time. This year, the Dukes are
not scheduled to play a team currently
ranked in the top 20 until their Jan. 27
game at Virginia.
Senior forward and team captain Alisa
Harris, who scored 39 points in two
See WOMEN page 29>

Dukes earn All-State honors
JMU football coaTffJoc Purzycki was ">
named Coach of the Year and seven
Dukes' players were selected to the
Virginia Sports Information Directors
Association all-state football team.
Purzycki led JMU to a 9-3 record and
>ts firsr-cvcr berth in the NCAA
Division I-AA playoffs.
On offense, senior guard Carlo
Bianchini, senior tackle Roy Dclph and
sophomore fullback Greg Medley earned
spots on the team. On defense, senior
tackle Jim Eckcnrodc, senior inside
linebacker Marty Fitzgerald, junior
"utsidc linebacker Shawn Woodson and

senior punter John Druiclt were
selected.
On the Roanoke Times and
World-News All-State team, selected by
the state's coaches, the Dukes boasted
six entries: Bianchini, Eckenrodc,
Fitzgerald, Druiclt, sophomore center
Rob Howard and senior running back
Tony Graddy.
Dclph, Medley, Woodson, junior
kicker Tim Garritly, senior strong
safety Chris Jacobs and senior light end
Ncal Wilkinson received honorable
mention on the Roanoke Times and
World-News selections.

only to lose 8-6 to Morgan State's Robert Tarlcr.
Despite Crissman's setback, Bowyer was pleased
with his performance.
"That's the best bout our heavyweight has wrestled
since he's been wrestling for us," said Bowyer.

Ferd i nand ^ri^MM********* M***
> (Continued from page 26)

"Everybody's telling me that I've got
to do this and I've got to score this," he
said. "Before the game [Tuesday] I was
saying to myself, 'I wonder. I wonder if
it's going to be the same. I wonder if
I'm going to go out there and do the
same things I've been doing.'
"I just go out there and it seems to
happen."
Ferdinand's new position as "big"
guard and a year of experience have
made his role somewhat different than
that of a year ago.
Then, he was just another of
Thurston's hot prospects out of the
Bronx who would mature with time.
That maturity has come awfully early
for Ferdinand this year, but he realizes
what's expected of him.
"You really don't know what to
expect," Ferdinand said. "Coming out
of high school I was good. I came in
and did a good job last year, and with
the injury I couldn't do as much as I
wanted to do.
"But this year in my position, I have
to become the scorer because we need
the scoring from somebody. The
coaches told me that the points would
have to come from me."
That puts Ferdinand in the unenvious
position of the target — the target of
opponent's defense, the target of the
media, and the target of some more

pressure inside to lead JMU out of a
terrible shooting slump. The Dukes
shot just 32 percent from the field
against Tech, and Ferdinand, for one,
can't wail for lhat to change.
"I knew I was going to score this
season," Ferdinand said. "But now I
know lhat when teams scout me they're
going to look stop me from scoring,
because that's where most of our
scoring's coming from. I just hope lhat
Kennard and Benny [Gordon] and some
other people can come through with the
scoring.
"You can keep it up until they try to
stop you, but if they stop me, it will
open it up for somebody else to come
through."
JMU will have to hope somebody can
come through in their next two games.
The Dukes travel to Indiana to take on
the Hoosiers in the opening round of
the Indiana Classic. Docs Ferdinand feel
some pressure facing the defending
national champions as the current hot
hand for the Dukes?
"From my standpoint the fire's going
to be in my eyes," he said, "because I
want a piece of the big time. I want
Indiana.
■ "I'm going 10 go and play as hard as I
can. I'm not going to force anything.
I'm going to relax and play the way I've
been playing, but once I get the first
opportunity to come alive, I'm going to
take it."

•
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CONGRATULATIONS

Come join our gang at...

1988 Student Ambassadors
Executive Council
Kathy Chaffinch
Jeff Smith
Stacy Gibbons
Suzie Neel
Marian Morris
Janean Wargo
60 WEST
WES WATER ST.

HARRISONBURG. VIRGINIA

President
V.P. University Relations
V.P. Alumni Affairs
....V.P. Student Recruitment
Treasurer
Secretary

HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO ALL!!
y

-BUSCH
GAI

>

kinko-s

Great copies. Creat people.

433-9287
HARR1S0NBURG.VA.

FREE
PREGNANCY
TESTING
COMrLBTELV CONFIDENTIAL

Jiamsonbwg Crisis
Pregnancy Center
454-7S2i
252 tail Wo^t Strut
'Marrucmburg

MOWS
'Tiujday■■■7{pon To S 174
Thursday- "Upon To S VM
Jriday-9 iVM To Tfaon

Busch Gardens, Virginia's
"family entertainment" theme
park, has opportunities for you
to join the cast of hosts &
hostesses for the 1988 season!
Come explore seasonal job
opportunities in the following
areas:
FoodService—cashiers, ulilily
loud handlers host's/hostesses
Retail Operations—cashier & names
hosts/hostesses
Park Operations—ride, theatre,
cashier, zoo, security, grounds,
park hosts/hostesses
Finance^accountinn clerks &
cash control hosts/hostesses
Warehouse—material handlers
Costumes—sewer/stitcher hosts/
hostesses
Safety—EMT & registered nurses
Landscape—landscape attendants
Engineering—e I ec t ron ic
technicians
Clerical
Recreation Internships
Supervisory Positions
We invite you to come out and
talk to our department representatives and interview for
positions in your areals) of
interest.
1

w*~-^^^^^

')

JOB
PAIR
KLNGSMUl
on the James
Next year promises to be a
busy year for Kingsmill on the
James, the east coast's newest
resort and conference center. A
variety of full-time and parttune positions are available in
the following areas:
Food Service—food servers, bus
attendants, hostesses, cashiers,
utility persons, cooks
Room Service—bell persons, door
persons, concierge
Transportation—drivers
Housekeeping—lobby attendants,
night cleaners
Front Desk—reservationists, PBX
operators
Landscaping—grounds
attendants,
equipment operators
Maintenance—house attendants,
customer service
Sports Centei—Nautilus
attendants
Internships
.*~
L
Come by and see what Busch
Properties has to offer. It's your
chance to ioin the team of the
area's most prestigious resort
and conference facility.
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shot 54 percent from the floor.
For the third straight game,
sophomore guard Claude Ferdinand led
the Dukes in scoring with 19 points,
followed by Kennard Winchester and
Brown with 14 each.
Reserve center Roy Brow paced the
Hokies' balanced attack with 15,
followed by Wally Lancaster with 14.
Eight different Tech players scored at
least eight points.
JMU (1-4) must now rebound against
defending national champion Indiana
Friday in the opening round of the

The

^ tcams ^ ^

two-day tournament arc Indiana Slate
and Washington State.
"You can't allow your confidence to
gel shaken because you're taking some
losses," Thurston said. "We're not a
5-23 team and wc won't be. I need the
players that have to be leaders for us to
step up and to start to produce at the the
level they're capable of playing.
"Going to Indiana is a great
experience. You get to play the
defending national champions. If wc can
come out of it with a split, we'll be
happy."

games to lead JMU to the Wildcat
Tournament title in Evans ton. 111., was
named Colonial Athletic Association
Player of the Week. Harris, who has
1,014 career points, became only the
eighth JMU women's player to cross
the 1,000-point barrier.
Harris stands second on the team in
scoring with an average of 16.7 points
per game, behind only senior Sydney
Bcaslcy at 19.7 per contest.
The Dukes will try to extend their
13-gamc home winning streak at the
Convocation Center Saturday night
against Howard.

y

REC

REPORT

ANNOUNCEMENTS —
BASKETBALL —The signup
meeting lor intramural team play will
be held Jan. 13 at 5:30 p.m. in
Godwin 344. Play, begins Jan. 17.
SCHEDULE — Godwin Hall will
close at 5:15 p.m. Dec. 18 and
reopen Jan. 11.
The Godwin weight room will be
closed Dec. 11-Jan. 11. Weight
room 141 will be open Dec. 11-17.
OFFICIALS — The Recreational
Activities Office congratulates Gary
Clemens, who was named the 1987
Soccer Official of the Year.

■'.'

RESULTS —
SOCCER — Results of the
intramural championship games
went as follows:
Men's University Division —
Charlie's Tuna def. Campus
Crusade 2-0.
Men's Championship Division —
White Hall def. Kappa Sigma 5-3.
Women's
University
and
Championship Division — Alpha
Sigma Tau def. Hawks 3-1.

WC

JAMES MADISON U.
"HOLIDAY BASH"
AT

WINSTONS
OF GEORGETOWN
333-3150

Monday - Dec. 21st - 8:OOpm -_
Reduced Food & Beverages
Proper Dress & ID Required

*******

r*v

(upcoming events in JMU sports)
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday — JMU vs. Indiana in
Indiana Classic (Bloomington,
Ind.), 7 p.m.
Saturday — Consolation
game. 7 p.m.; Championship
game, 9 p.m.
Dec. 19 — JMU at UNCAshevilie (Asheville, N.C.),
8 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Thursday — JMU at George
Washington (Washington,
D.C.), 7:30 p.m.
. Saturday — Howard at JMU,
7:30 p.m.
Dec^l — Radford at JMU.
7:30 p.m.
WRESTLING
Saturday —JMU at
MiBersvBle Dual Meet
.Pa.). 12 p.m.
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To be read like The Night Before Christmas
^-j-'WAS THE NIGHT before finals and all
I | through the school noj a student was
2~ studying, still trying to be cool. Most
grades were decided to all our despair, so we
waited and hoped the professors were fair.
The students were nestled, all snug in their
dorms, as the campus returned to its usual
norms. With Ron in one office and Russ in
another, they ran JMU, each respecting the
other.
Then all of the sudden, there arose such a
clatter, Ron sprang from his desk to see what
was the matter. Away to the window he flew like
a flash, threw open the window and witnessed a
bash.
The moon on the blue of the "new" Ashby Hall
showed the lustre of midday to folks one and all.
Then what to Ron's wondering eyes should
appear, but a quad full of grads and twelve kegs
of beer. And the ones there in charge had the
crowd at its peak, he knew right away that it had
to be TKE.
Faster than eagles his helpers they came. He
whistled and shouted and called them by name.
"On Warren! On Scott! On Linwood H. Rose! On
Pass! On Lemish! On Lankard! Let's go!
From the top of the quad he gave them his
call: Now dash away, dash away, dash away all!
As leaves before hurricanes, the people they
fled. To them it was told that the quad should be
dead.
/Tl ND THEN IN a ringing Ron heard on the
IX phone, the begging and calling for just
* ^"him alone. As he picked up the phone
and listened for sound, it was good old South
Florida tracking him down.
He was surely all red from his head to his feet,
"Hope the students don't know that I've planned
my retreat." A nice opportunity he had once
again. It must be quite nice to have so many
friends.
His droll little mouth, all drawn like a bow,
showed some real JMU problems that just had to
go. There were problems at home he had to
agree, "Oh where, oh where is my great CIT?"
He was thin, not plump, like his jolly old self.
But he managed to laugh still in spite of his
wealth. Then a wink of his eye and a twist of his
head told JMU it had nothing to dread. He
spoke not a word, but went back to his works. No
kegs! No quad! Stop complaining you jerks!
And laying a finger aside of his nose, back to
Wilson he's run to his usual pose. He sprang to a
limo and gave them the call. And away they all
flew, back to safe Wilson Hall.
But I heard him exclaim, as he drove out of
sight, "A Christmas without me just wouldn't
seem right."
This editorial is the opinion of the editorial board and
is intended in fun. Happy Holidays to everyone.

'Walking hand-in-hand' more
intelligent than extra buildups
The Soviet Union and the United States have been
comfortably independent since the end of the second
world war, oblivious to the intentions of the others
because stockpiling arms made problems
disappear...political Rumpclstiltskins, if you will.
Now, budget deficits and a stock market crash have
sounded an alarm for us, and five-year plans,
insufficient to finance communism in Mother Russia
and Central America, have done the same for the
Soviets. The world will stand witness to a
superpower awakening.
During the 40 odd years since our last war, society
has been revamped, but politics have not. Had we
developed politically as we have scientifically, it
stands to reason that a political penicillin of sorts
would have emerged by now. Instead, our political
"progress" has been an arms build-up. Churchill's
quip, "The best offense is a good defense," was
certainly not directed at nuclear weapons.
Every war has been a war to end all wars. None has
been fought with the intention of fighting another,
and judging from the terrifying parallels which can be
drawn between the Cold War and other interminable
periods, like that between-the first world war and the
second, nothing seems to preclude another. This is
the reason why the current summit should loom so
promincnUy in the minds of everyone. _
I have read page 83 of Barbara Tuchman's The Guns
of August a number of limes. On that page, the
deficiency of the Russian Army in 1914 is recounted.
"Clinging stubbornly to obsolete theories and ancient

glories, [the Russian Minister of War] claimed that
Russia's past defeat had been due to mistakes...with
[the] invincible belief in the bayonet's supremacy
over the bullet..."
The description interests me because the scenario
seems familiar. The Russians did not know the power
of the gun just as we do not understand nuclear arms.
The Russians paid for their ignorance with a
revolution. We can suffer as well. Not a man outside
of two Japanese cities can comprehend nuclear
power.

SGA INSIGHT
JeffBrauer
Two solutions have been suggested for nuclear
weapons. One is a defensive shield called "Star
Wars." It is a physical barrier and it is expensive. The
other is words: words, paper, and agreements. On
one hand, the shield is the ultimate equilibrium, a
self-imposed truce which is irrefutable. On the other
hand, agreements require trust. Trust is violablc, but
then arc shields ever absolute? Can we afford to
deploy an imperfect defense system? Choose the
expendable cities...
See SUMMIT page 33 >
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Accusations of unfairness...
To the editor:
basically any group that has the funds to reserve
A lot has transpired in the past few weeks
them. After one night of quiet, undisturbing use,
concerning the administration and its decision
this group was denied the right to further use these
making policy or lack thereof. Unfortunately, it
areas. No reason given, money or not. Since then,
takes an issue such as banning kegs, or changing
there have been auctions, bar mitzvahs, and yes
graduation, (i.e. something that affects us all)
even a birthday party for the son of one of Dr.
before we're moblized into voicing our opinions.
Carrier's secretaries held there. Do you smell
But contrary to popular belief, members of the
discrimination? I do.
student body are not passive receptors, we are
The past examples have been from personal
intelligent reasonable human beings, and we do see
experience,
but here's one that may be a little
a lot wrong with JMU.
easier
to
relate
to. Sometime in the not too distant
When you spend a few years at JMU, you may
past,
I
met
a
group
of people on their way to the
find that the inconveniences and inconsistencies in
Post Office. I soon found out that they were on
"policy" we face are no less than injustices against
their way to pick up their checks from JMU. They
the student body.
were not athletes, and being in summer school to
Case in point: Imagine signing up for a
gel their grades up from sub-standard levels, they
computer class with an enrollment of 18, and only
apparently were not on academic scholarship. But
having two rented computers available to the class.
nonetheless, they are being paid on a regular basis
Hard to imagine? Not really, it happened.
y to attend JMU. Hard to believe, but true. Think •
Last year The Breeze ran an article, "Annual
about that during your next shift at work, or better
Fund Raises $70,000 through a phone-a-thon
yet, next time you go in to apply for financial aid.
worked primarily by student volunteers." Sounds
The point of this article being, that it's not just
great, but what few realized is that a considerable
kegs and graduation. There are injusticies
share of that money went to renovate Dr. Carrier's
happening every day at JMU and unless the
home (while we waited in line to use one of our
administration starts to respect our opinions on all
computers).
issues, it may be faced with an increasingly hostile
In an equally disgusting but more isolated
student body that all the pretty flowers and trees
incident, a group of people that I am familiar with
and five-year plan propaganda won't be able to
reserved a meeting room in Chandler Hall. A
disguise.
room, not for pagan rituals, or to plot the
overthrow of the free world, just to have a meeting
Richard Lachlne
in. For those unfamiliar with these facilities, they
senior
are a series of rooms open to Harrisonburg
graphic design
businesses, campus groups, the Checker Club and

.. .the university response
To the editor:
I appreciate the opportunity for simultaneous
reply to Mr. Lachine's lelter-to-the-editor. It is
difficult to reply in detail since there are so few
specifics mentioned in the letter.
First, funds raised by the JMU Annual Fund go
toward academic scholarships, need scholarships,
departmental programs, computer support for
faculty, library needs and other support for the
university's academic programs, not for the
renovation project mentioned in the letter. The
James Madison University Foundation, an
organization independent from the university,
raises funds for the benefit of JMU from a variety
of corporate and private donors. The foundation
chose to allocate some of the funds it has raised for
renovation of the JMU president's home, Oakvicw,
because of the key role the president plays in fund
raising and in entertaining potential donors and
supporters of the university.
The .statement about Chandler Hall is quite
difficult to address since the information is so
vague. Not knowing the date or group involved. I
can only point out that Chandler meeting rooms
arc available for use by any university-affiliated
croup. There is no charge for use of the rooms

during normal working hours and a nominal fee for
their use at other limes. Outside groups may rent
Chandler facilities, but university groups have first
priority. A Chandler room was used recently by a
group of students from another university who
stopped at JMU on a Sunday afternoon for lunch
en route from their campus in North Carolina to
Washington for a professional meeting. The group
included the son of a member of the JMU
administrative staff. The JMU staff member paid
for the luncheon and provided a birthday cake for
her son since the date coincidentally was his
birthday. The luncheon, however,' was not a
"birthday party."
The statements on the students receiving checks
are also quite vague. Any checks for students
would be distributed in Wilson Hall, not the
campus post office. Checks received by students
could be from a variety of sources, including: state,
federal or State Council of Higher Education
grants; scholarships; or for employment by the
university or a student group. No students "are
being paid on a regular basis to attend JMU."
F^red D. Hilton
Director of University Relations

_^i

Showing courtesy to
D-Hall employees
will improve situation
To the editor:
I work in D-Hall, and on behalf of my fellow
co-workers, I would like to thank those of you who
come into D-Hall between the designated opening and
closing time, and who remember to completely clear
their tables and throw away all of their trash. We
really appreciate your courtesy and patience.
To the rest of you, I would like to say that we are
not invisible just because we put on those ugly drab
blue smocks and stupid baseball caps. All I ask is
that you show us some semblance of common
courtesy and show us that you possess some
common sense. Our jobs would be so much easier,
and the service would be greatly improved. We may
not seem patient, but that's only because we spend
hours at a time getting stepped on, run over, and
pushed around as though we can't be seen. That tries
anyone's patience. Perhaps we would become visible
if we had brightly colored smocks. (That is a
suggestion to the student management.)
The situation could be easily rectified to satisfy
both sides. When you come in, think about throwing
away all of your trash and leaving your tables better
than you find them. If you have to come in right
before closing, keep in mind that we cannot leave
until you do, and at least put your trays in the trucks
as soon as you finish. We really don't care if you stay
there as long as you clean your trays away as soon as
you finish.
Most of us are students first who have to work. It's
not a matter of choice in most cases. Treat us with
the same courtesy that you expect from us. We'll be
glad to reciprocate. Use the brains we know you
have. Life would be so much easier for all of us if
you would remember that we D-Hall employees are
not invisible, and there exclusively to serve you in
some demeaning fashion. We arc human beings just
like you.
Kelly Ann Shea
junior
political science/economics

Merry
Christmas
Have a safe trip home and
a wonderful holiday. We'll
see you all next semester.

—The Breeze Staff
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(Dominion
Is Now Hiring for 1988 Weekend and Summer Jobsl
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SPECIAL INTERVIEW WEEK

BOOK BUYBACK

Monday, December 28 - Saturday, January 2
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
• * December 31 Hours: 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.. Closed January I

Kings Dominion Offers:

DECEMBER 9 -18
JANUARY 12-13

• Above Average Pay Plus
a Labor Day Bonus

Bus Transportation to and from
Designated Areas

• Opportunities to Advance

Employee Activities

• Time Off for Vacation

A Great Working Environment

Don't Delay!
Bring a Friend and Apply During Special Interview Week
At the Kings Dominion Personnel Office
Interview Hours after January 2:
Monday Saturday, 9:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m.

Sell your books and be entered in our
drawing for four $50.00 gift certificates.

For More Information Write
Kings Dominion Personnel Department
Box 166 • Doswell, VA 23047
Or Call (804) 876 5145
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Center of the Beach...

^&$» H^JMk,. /Bahama Mamas
401 N. Atlantic Blvd. Ft. Lauderdale Beach
Center of the famous strip!
I
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Oceanview Rooms and Efficiencies
Large Pool and Patio £rea - Pool Bar Restaurant - Bahama Mamas Lounge/Deck!
~

~*

1 -800-622-9995
SPRING BREAK '88:

Let's Make
A Date!
J
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Columnist correct about political ignorance
Freshman expected
more political action
on college campus
To the editor:
Jeff Braucr was right on target with
his essay. I've been thinking the same
thing for a long time. Just like Jeff,
when I left high school, I thought
college was going to be a place where
more emphasis was put on being a
well-rounded citizen, an informed
citizen. Not so, obviously.
I read the Washington Post every
morning. But to counter its often
liberal bias. I enjoy the Washington
Times as well. At first, my suitemates
questioned why I subscribe to so many
news journals and newspapers. I simply
cannot stand to be isolated here in this
community. I've had many people I
know question w"hy I know so much
about current events and the world. To
me, it's a way of life. Even though I'm
a chemistry major, I still study politics.
I too, have friends at UVa and

William and Mary who are amazed at
the lack of political activity here on
campus. As I sat in a near vacant
Wilson Hall listening to the
provocative words of Jack Anderson, I
was amazed at the lack of turnout. As a
freshman, I had expected more
attendance for such a brilliant speaker.
Are the students on this campus that
involved with socializing, partying,
classes, etc. to be so ^ignorant of the
world around them? I should hope not,
but this seems to be the case.
We need more debates on political
issues, more symposiums on
international affairs, and generally more
effort by the students of this university
to become more informed. Education is
not just sitting in a class and
interacting with your teacher. It is also
an effort on your part to teach yourself
and learn from everything around you.

S u m m i t -***4^R$***4*»?
> (Continued from page 30)
It is a pity that the impetus for so profound an
agreement lies in political disasters for Reagan and
Gorbachev. Nevertheless, it stands as an opportunity
to add life to soporific relations,and this is the
bottom line. Our timing is good because the trade
deficit has exceeded S140 billion and is coupled with
a S2.8 trillion federal deficit.
II helps me to put our deficit into perspective with
the hclppf an early Reagan speech delivered when the
deficit was $1 trillion. S1.000 bills stacked three
inches high, he said, is one million dollars. One
trillion dollars, meanwhile, is SI,000 bills stacked 67
miles high. We're talking 2.8 trillion.
The Soviet Union needs an agreement as much as
we do. Central America and Afghanistan arc
becoming an increasingly expensive investment, and
the Russian economy is in poor shape. A military
accord might work miracles for businesses in both
countries. (Coca-Cola in the U.S.S.R., perhaps?)

Kenneth S. Moss
freshman
chemistry

Students should be
movers and shakers
in political arenas
To the editor:
Ah! At last there seems to be a
glimpse of light at the end of the
tunnel-vision world most of JMU
seems to be engrossed in. Jeff Brauer's
article in "Insight" will hopefully reach
some of the politically ignorant on this
campus and perhaps raise a few
eyebrows. The lack of knowledge and
interest in politics, (and perhaps as
dangerous, in history), is cause for great
alarm for those of us who do take a part
and an interest in the actions of a world
leader. To restate one of Mr. Brauer's
most valid points: merely voting is rjoi
enough to consider yourself a
responsible, informed American.
However, even more frightening is the
number of students, the future leaders of
the world, who don't even bother to
take this responsibility seriously.
Voting is not a privilege, but an
obligation. College students should be

Becoming an informed and active
citizen does not require protest marches,
or anything of that sort, but simply
turning on the national news (and
listening) or reading the relevant
portions of a newspaper. While this
certainly is not the preferred slate of
affairs for a few of us, practically
anything would be an improvement on
the pitiful lack of interest displayed by
so many.

Evan R. Grant
sophomore
political science/economics

Racism exists because of people's
attitudes about differences in others
To the editor:
At the Klan march in Staunton, one Klansman
said, "We're here to protect the white race." I can't
speak for all Caucasians, but personally I would rather
live in a society of gay, black communists than under
the protection of "ignorant neo-nazis. In the past, it
has been very easy to hate these people because of
their views, but now that we can see the hatred in
their unmasked faces it makes it even easier. I find it
impossible not to sink down to their level and have
fantasies of their eradication from my planet. I tried
to tell myself that they are no threat. Their views are
too insane and too extreme to catch on. Then I
recalled nazi Germany and the pre-desegregated South.

It could, again, catch on and this is very sad. We can't
rid ourselves of them because thoughts and feelings
cannot be suppressed. After hearing about the march,
people said to me, "I can't believe racism exists in
1987." Well, I can tell everyone that has remained in
disbelief, that as long as we use race or religion as a
reason for someone's behavior, tell ethnic jokes, or
segregate ourselves in public places, there will
always be people who have more extreme views than
our own.

David Cosentlno
freshman
psychology

Damage your body, not mine
To the editor:

Assuming "Star Wars" is not deployed, progress is
contingent upon agreements to verify the other's
reductions. For years, this has been the main obstacle
because there was so little trust between powers.
In the past two weeks, however, the Soviet Union
and U.S. have agreed to inspections of each other's
nuclear arms and facilities, a number of which may
come unannounced. This is progress. No longer will
arms improvements be paranoid reactions to the
other's progress. Walking hand-in-hand is slower but
much safer.
>
?
\ ..' i.
The superpowers are out-of-shape. after having
nursed their wounds for too long following the last
brawl, and both have much at risk if the superpower
economies do not improve. Defense is where the
money is at. Nuclear arms arc costly toys which,
when broken, cannot be glued back together.

the movers and shakers of the political
arena and not the blind followers of the
past several years.
With the current, historically
unprecedented, summit meeting now in
progress in our nation's capital
(Washington, D.C.), and the probable
Signing of the first treaty to actually
reduce nuclear arms instead of simply
limiting their numbers, the political
scene is very active and extremely
important.

In response to Mr. Dombek's plea that
nonsmokers "tolerate" his disgusting addiction to
cigarette smoking, I would like to express my
greatest concern. Yes, I agree that all Americans
have the "cherished" right to pursue happiness.
Furthermore, I also agree that I sometimes like to
enjoy an "after-dinner cocktail." Finally. I do agree
Mr. Dombek, that nowhere in the Constitution of
the United States of America docs it state that
smoking is prohibited.
My question to Mr. Dombek and other addicted
smokers is—where in the Constitution does it give
you die right to endanger my life? Recent studies
have clearly shown that the cigarette smoke that I
inhale from a smoker has the same or even greater
ill effects on my body as it does on the cigarette
smoker's. I have nothing against other people

damaging their own bodies, just as long as they
don't damage mine.
I strongly favor D-Hall (and other public places)
moving toward "smoking prohibition." I suggest
to Mr. Dombek and other smokers to try to quit
sucking for one week. Then, eat your lunch next
to a smoker and see how tasty those burgers and
fries .we.
Don't misunderstand my motives, I could care
less v/ho chooses to smoke. My argument is that
others' dangerous habits should not have an adverse
•inpact on the quality of my life.
*

SeanQrady
Junior
biology
2 other signatures
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Reagan and Gorbachev sign INF treaty
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan and
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, in a landmark
moment of superpower affairs, signed a treaty
Tuesday banning intermediate-range nuclear missiles
and began talks that would reduce the number of
more threatening long-range weapons.
There were "no surprises or new proposals" during
the first day of the three-day summit, an
administration official said Tuesday evening after
both leaders expressed satisfaction with the day's
main order of business.
"We have made history," Reagan declared after he
and Gorbachev spent more than three minutes

■ L

putting their signatures into leather-bound volumes
containing the treaty and accompanying documents.
The INF treaty gives the superpowers close to
three years to destroy their arsenals of medium- and
short-range missiles in the 340-3,000-mile range.
This process allows 100 missiles on each side to,be
destroyed by launching them without their warheads
or dismantling and exploding their components.
"We can be proud of planting this sapling which
may one day grow into a great oak of peace,"
Gorbachev proclaimed.
In their private summit talks, the two leaders

agreed at Reagan's suggestion to talk on a first-name
basis: Ron and Mikhail. At their two earlier
summits, the leaders addressed each other as "Mr.
President" and "Mr. General Secretary."
The president pressed Gorbachev on human rights
and said U.S. officials would give the Soviets
"some cases" involving Jewish "rcfuseniks" and
divided spouses, according to a senior administration
official who declined to be identified. Gorbachev
defended the Soviets' human rights record and
countered by mentioning problems in the United
Stales.

NATION

Fired employee
had handgun
aboard jetliner
CAYUCOS, Calif. (AP) — A fired airline
employee who wanted to kill his boss smuggled a
.44-caliber Magnum handgun onto a jetliner whose
crew reported gunshots just before a fiery crash
killed all 43 on board, ABC News reported Tuesday.
The airline confirmed that a fired USAir employee
and his former boss were on Pacific Southwest
Airlines Flight 1771, which crashed Monday
afternoon.
• "At this point it docs not appear that it was an
accident," said Richard Brelzig, special agent in
charge of the FBI in Los Angeles. "It appears at this
point . . . that it was a criminal act on board that
caused the craft to come down."
However, a handgun fired aboard the jetliner
wouldn't necessarily cause it to crash, said George
Dahlman, a spokesman for the jet's manufacturer,
British Aerospace, at its American headquarters near
Washington, DC.
"Any kind of penetration of the fuselage might
result in dcprcssurizalion, but there's no reason to
think that it would cause this kind of accident,"
Dahlman said.
The man learned that his former station manager
was going to be on the plane, bought a one-way
ticket and smuggled the gun and six rounds of
ammunition aboard, using his airline badge to avoid
security checks, ABC said. *

American pilot
shot down by
Nicaraguans
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) — Nicaragua saio
Tuesday its soldiers shot down a small plane flown
by an American linked to Contra rebels, and that the
pilot of the plane may be put on trial.
James Jordan Dcnby, 57, of Carlinville, 111., "was
<«

moved to the capital Monday and at this time is
being interrogated by slate security" about ties to
the U.S.-supported rebels, Defense Minister
Humberto Ortega told a news conference. He said
the American was "in good health."
Contra leader Adolpho Calcro said in Miami: "Mr.
Dcnby or whatever his name is has absolutely no
connection to us." He accused the leftist Sandinistas
of generating propaganda from an illegal attack on a
plane.
In a recent interview, Denby said he sometimes
gave the rebels food or flew their wounded to
hospitals, but did not supply weapons or help them
fight. He owns a farm in Cosia Rica near the
Nicaraguan border.
©
Documents in Dcnby's possession "confirm his
link with the illegal activities of the North
American administration against Nicaragua," said
Ortega, the brother of President Daniel Ortega.
The Defense Ministry said rifle fire hit ihe fuel
tank of Dcnby's Cessna 172 and it made an
emergency landing Sunday at San Juan del None, on
the Caribbean coast jusl inside the Nicaragua-Costa
Rica border.
Ortega said Dcnby might be tried, as was Eugene
Hasenfus of Marinettc, Wis., but added, "This time
the laws of the country should be applied more
severely."
Hasenfus was captured in October 1986 after a
Contra rcsupply flight was shot down. He was
sentenced to 30 years in prison but pardoned after
serving less than three months.

Lawyers' panel
gives high rating
to court nominee
WASHINGTON (AP) - - An American Bar
Association panel decided unanimously Tuesday to
give Supreme Court nominee Anthony Kennedy its
highest rating a week before the Senate opens
hearings on him.
The ABA's rating of "well qualified" was a boost
for Kennedy, a federal appeals court judge who is
President Reagan's third choice to fill the vacancy

on the Supreme Court.
The Senate Judiciary Committee plans to start
confirmation hearings next Monday.
The other possible ratings available to the
15-mcmbcr ABA Standing Committee on the
Federal Judiciary were "not opposed" and "not
qualified."
No senator has announced opposition to Kennedy.
All but one of the organizations that campaigned
against defeated Supreme Court nominee Robert
Bork have remained neutral so far.
Only the National Organization for Women,
which opposed Bork, and the anti-abortion American
Life League have announced opposition to Kennedy,
a 12-year veteran of the 9lh Circuit Court of
Appeals.

Women allowed
to serve with men
on missile crews
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Air Force is
striking down the last restriction on the assignment
of female officers to nuclear missil* crews,
auihorizing them to serve on mixed teams with men
in underground launch control centers.
The change in policy, when it becomes effective
Jan. 1, will end the current practice of requiring
women to serve with other women on the
two-person crews that control long-range
Minutcman and MX nuclear missiles.
The teams draw 24-hour duty assignments in the
small underground bunkers and the idea of using
mixed crews has been criticized in the past by wives
of male officers.
Col. Larry Grccr, a spokesman for the Strategic
Air Command, said Tuesday the change in policy
was approved recently by SAC's commander. Gen.
John Chain, Jr., in response to complaints from
individuals now serving on the missile crews..
Men olhtfic crews complained in early November
mat womcnjtt'crc not carrying an equal share of the
alert duty 6«ausc of the limitation that they serve
with other women, Grecirsaid.
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LaRouche aide on trial for fraud

This crawfish is
keeping up his
appearances

BOSTON (AP) — A former consultant to Lyndon
LaRouche created and directed a cover-up of millions
of dollars in fraud by LaRouche supporters during
the 1984 presidential campaign, a federal prosecutor
told a jury Wednesday.
Assistant U.S. Attorney John Markham, in his
closing argument, portrayed Roy Frankhauser as the
architect of a plot to protect LaRouche and his inner
circle from a Boston grand jury investigating alleged
credit card and loan fraud.
But defense attorney Owen Walker characterized
Frankhauser as a minor figure in the "crazy"
LaRouche organization whose advice to settle with
fraud victims was ignored.

The 12 member jury was to begin deliberations
Wednesday afternoon after receiving instructions
from U.S. District Judge Robert Kecton.
Frankhauser, 48,. of Reading, Pa., faces up to five
years in prison and a $250,000 fine if convicted.
LaRouche and five of his aides arc scheduled to be
tried on similar charges beginning Monday. Six
other LaRouche aides are also charged in the
125-count indictment.
LaRouche, a conspiracy theorist who believes he
is the target of assassins, is seeking the 1988
Democratic presidential nomination in his fourth
run for the White House.

Lawyer says teens are 'victims'
NEW YORK (AP) — Four white teenagers
accused of killing a black man in the Howard Beach
case are victims of a prosecutor's "whitewash" and
never should have been charged, a defense lawyer
argued Tuesday.
In closing remarks to jurors. Stephen Murphy
characterized black victims of the alleged racial
assault as "bad apples" who provoked the incident
Murphy said racism was not the motivation for
the confrontation between the white youths and
three black men outside a pizza parlor in the Howard
Beach section of Queens last Dec. 20.
He said the youths were only trying to impress a
girlfriend who said she was frightened by the blacks
in an earlier encounter that night.
Murphy was the first of four defense lawyers in

the case to present closing arguments to jurors at
state Supreme Court in Queens. The courtroom was
nearly filled for his 90-minute summation, which
followed an eight-week trial.
Murphy, who represented Michael Pirone, 18,
referred repeatedly to the criminal records of two of
the alleged victims in the case, Timothy Grimes,
19, and Cedric Sandiford, 37.
Murphy ridiculed the testimony of two white
witnesses at the trial, Robert Riley and Dominic
Blum.
Riley, 18, admitted taking part in the attack but
cooperated with prosecutors in exchange for
leniency. Blum, who drove the car that hit Griffith
as he ran across a highway, testified that he was not
aware he had hit a person.

WORLD

Treaty signing
broadcast live
for Russians
MOSCOW (AP) — Commuters crowded a
television store Tuesday evening and massed in front
of a four-story-high screen on snowy Kalinin
Prospekt to watch Mikhail Gorbachev being
welcomed at the White House.
About 50 Muscovites inside the Blue Screen
television store watched 20 color TV sets in silence
as the rare live broadcast from abroad showed
Gorbachev and President Reagan exchanging
speeches in ceremonies on the South Lawn of the
White House.
The quiet was broken only by a woman in her
30s demanding to know whether all the TV sets
were for sale.
The summit took up nearly all of the evening
news program "Vremya" which an estimated 18U
million of the nation's 282 million people watch^
Viewers saw Gorbachev's arrival and an edited
Version of the South Lawn ceremonies before a onei
report on Soviet domestic news. The signing of a
treaty banning intermediate-range nuclear missiles
was broadcast live.
' *
«
Soviets are excited about the first visit by a

Kremlin leader to the United States since 1973. In
the days before the summit, television has shown
several documentaries underscoring the possibility
that the peoples of the two nations can work
together for peace.

Philippine rebels'
leader captured
by government
MANILA. Philippines (AP) — Renegade Col.
Gregorio Honasan. leader of the bloody August coup
attempt, was captured Wednesday in a Manila
suburb, news reports said.
Government television said members of the
National Capital Region Defense Command seized
Honasan at a home in Villa Verde. Witnesses said
Honasan did not offer any resistance.
About 30 to 50 soldiers seized Honasan at about 8
p.m. while he was visiting Juan Guillermo
Hernandez, a former secretary of opposition Sen.
Juan Ponce Enrile.
Honasan also worked for Enrile when Enrile was
minister of defense.
Military authorities said they could not
immediately confirm the report. But Channel 4
television said it had film of the capture.

THE
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SHREVEPORT. La. (AP) — Be on the lookout
for an 8-foot luxedoed wooden crawfish wearing a
smile and bearing a Christmas ornament
A year ago, someone stole the merry crustacean
from a Christmas menagerie on the Caddo Parish
Courthouse Lawn.
This year, it reportedly is being set up for brief
appearances on lawns in a Shrc veport neighborhood,
said Louis Kalmbach of Louie Louis Designs,
which created the animals.
"It's popping up all over Pierremont," Kalmbach
said. "It's also reportedly been seen at a skiing party
in Aspen."
Kalmbach is trying to track down the crawfish. He
called one Pierremont resident after being tipped off
that it was on her lawn, but he was too late.
"She said she didn't know anything about it, but
she woke up one morning and there were some
ceramic chickens on her lawn," he said.
This is no cheap crawfish. Kalmbach said it cost
$500.
He is asking for help. "There is no reward, but
there is amnesty," he said.

Shhh...

the bear is still
sleeping soundly
BLOOMINGTON. Minn. (AP) — The city
council has voted to let a sleeping bear lie, after
being told the 450-pound creature might be cranky if
roused from his winter hibernation.
Thor, a 3-year-old black bear who is a pet of
Charles and Deborah Crosby, will get to sleep until
spring in his concrete block den despite a city
ordnance prohibiting the bears as pets.
The Crosbys say they didn't find put about the
ordnance until after Thor curled up and began his
winter's sleep several weeks ago. They asked the
city to abandon an order that demanded the bear's
removal within 90 days.
"If we wake him up he's going to be mad," said
Crosby.
The council voted Monday night to extend the
deadline for Thor's removal until April 14.
"I guess we generally felt there wasn't any safety
or hazard problem for anybody and there hasn't
been," said Deputy Mayor Adrian Herbst "So why
not just let him be?"
Crosby said he and his wife are considering
moving out of the Twin Cities suburb in order to
keep Thor. whom he described as normally gentle
and afraid of squirrels.
«—
"He's more like my kid," Crosby said. "He's
the kind of pet who needs a lot of attention."
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